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and Purposes of _Paper

The paper describes and reports the preliminary results of four of s x

search me hodologies used to evaluate a professional development curriculum in

an urban schooL The paper begins with a discussion of the social systems mod-

el underlying the project; a brief summary of the transactional evaluation

scheme used to direct re earch efforts, a description of the inservice teacher

education component of tie p ogram, and then an explanation and preliminary re-

port of the findings of each of the four methodologies. Each methodology is a-

nalyzed in t rms of the data it yields, its generation of research questions,

and its contribution to general 44 specific bodies of knowledge. The four

methodologies covered in orde (I) Quantitative and Psychometric Analysis,

(2) Ethnographic Analysis, (3) Historical, and (4) Managerial Analysis. The two

methodologies not reported on here but used in the proect, are the Comparative

Case Study approach and the Classroom Learning Environment Studies. Both of

_these ar_ planned for the second and summative year of the proj et.

More specifically, the paper will:

. Describe in summary fasion he concep ual base, the goals o
lect and the nature of the multi-faceted curriculum.

Discuss the transactional operating style of the program an4 document
the necessity for using a transactional evaluation approachL,in this
urban professional development program.

Outline the specific application of the four methodologies to various
aspects of the program and provide a rationale for uning each.

Report the_ results of each evaluation method brtef y and indicate
which may be expended, maintained, and modified,.

5. Analyze the problems involved in synthesizing the d t
a variety of techniques and analytical frameworks.

the pro-

ved from

R. E Stake,-,Evaluatin
<Columbun; Ohio: Charle
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The paper concludes with a discussion o_ the Cost benefits of the four

methodologies under considerstion.-. Finally, the implications for assessing

plex progr
---

in other areas are preiente

A. The Com lex Nature of thePrgram.

The general model of behavior underlying this Cycle 11 Teacher Corps pro-

gram is the open socio-cultural system framework of Getzels and Cuba shown be-

low.

Individu

4t
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assumptions are made by the framework. First, each school is

a unique social system characterized by institutional role sets and filled by

. .

personalities with individual,needs. Newpercons cqming.into a_system mu_t

learn.the institutional expeetations to function in their roles, and ineome

ways institutions must havethe flexibility.to accommodate-individual needs.

1J. Getzels, R. Campbell and R. Upham, Educational Admin tration Asa
1 Process Theor Research Practice, (New York: Harper & Row, 1968)
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Put another y, an effective and effi-ient organization ::_-nagement miniMizes

the conflict between jnstjtutionai expectations and individual needs by adopt-

ing a transactional style of organizaticinal management. The programmatic

implicatIons of this:assumption are: toitrain together the p--sons who are and

will be filling the roles in a specific school community; to transmit and ne-

gotiate similar institutional expectations with them befOre changing components

of the tystem, e.g the introduction _f a curricular project, and to

continue the reinforcement of go ls ahd the satIsfaction of individual needs

through the coofessional training pregram.

The second assumption of the model relates to the specIfIcation of role

expectations when more than one agency is involved in the system. An effect ve

program must be a c llaborative one involving the major InstitutIons in the

school/community. The program should develop a participatory decision-making

model incorporating input from the university, the public schools, the-parents,

the local comrminily, the students and the teachers and their representative

organizations. Third at the individual level of the model the greater the

communIcatIon and interaction among the actors within the system the greater

the effe-tiveness and efficiency of the system. The implication of this as-

sumption is that the program should institute procedures to increase contact

and enhance the relatio -hips of the individuals filling the roles in the

school/community . The R. U. Teacher Corps program based on these assumptions

began ope 'lion in June, 1976 and will terminate in June of 1978.

The Hinton Elementary School Teacher Learning Center and Cadre, funded by

USOE Teacher Corps, is a collaborative effort by Roosevelt Univer ity, the

Public Schbols and the Hinton Elementary School Community to develop--
,

procedures for retraining experienced staff members, identifying and
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solving problems in the scho lcenting innovative projects and provid

initial training for the Teacher Corp pre-service interns. The program it' a

omplex one with many coponents, but the basic training nechanisi of the p

gram i

Pe

called a cadre a group composed of teachers, adminis rators, commun ty

ons, role specialists and interns with Teacher Corps staff members guiding

th -d ection of the group. The cadre meets weekly after school to work on

the group specified goals --d p ojects designed to improve in truction and,

ultimately, student performanCe at the school. Additionally, daily inservice

activities are o..e -d by the Teacher Corps program in various formats: formal

large group instructional sessions presenting information, new techniques and

teaching strategies concerning metrLc education and diagnostic prescriptive

teaching, :mall group meetings with staff, individual classroom consultation

and aVailability e ials and resources in the Teacher Learning Center.

A more complete desc__p ion of the curriculum is presented below.

e Inse ice Cu riculum

The inservice progr_-: draws its directiom:. __ree separate, but overlap

ping, models. It drawa, first, from the social systems --odel described above,

in that the identification of -expec ations of one's own and other- _1_ groups

is assumed to underly all "nuts and bolts" kinds of teaching, curricula- and

organizational improvement tasks, and dealing with this role development must

be attended to direcay-ln-the program. Second a model for inservice teacher

education by Joyce, Howey and Yarger
1

, which prescribes teacher involvement in

a governance process to make decisions about the substance, the delivery process,

and the mode of inservice programs, gave rise t structures _nd program outcomes

oyce,- K. Howey, and S Yarger

.California,. June-1976...

Isaues to Face, ISTE Report
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of the inservice curriculum. And third, we have used _hi_e ubtquitous aapects

f the Tyler model, in that we have specified objectives to be actomplished

through an inservice program, and a a evaluating their attainment. Of course,

given the faculty involvement in the decision-making process on an ongoing

12/ibis,- some initial objectives are dropped and-others ootorIgInally intended

are added. Thus the process of evaluating original ob.jectvest attai_ be-

s clouded.

___entation of various aspects of the program i

activity was a three-week, three hour per day, summer program pre-

ceedIng the first school year of the p e implementation. Over half'of

the faculty, plus other role members, particIpated in the auer program.

titled,

"Cross Role Training " and involved meetings in role group primary and inter

Each week's sessions focused

mediate teacheTs, community representatives, parents, preservice interns ad-

ministrators, and university personnel) to clarify the functions of one's aw_

role,group and expectations for each other s role group. These perceived func-

tions and expectations were shared among groups, and clarification discussions

ensued for the purpose of a taining mutual under-tanding

all.future_inse--ice work. .

The second -eek had the thrust of'Problem Solving and-Group Dynamics. At.-

-the outset the-Dewey model of:problem- olving and its application-to:local

-schOol and community issues was .presented. This was followed by an administra-

Cion of rwo instruments designed to have individuals assess their leadership

undation for

and personal interaction styles and toaxamine their valu --garding theiteach-__

ing of Black students. The aim was to make explicit the set of personal styles

and values as they affected each individual functioning-in-problem-delving
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y. Through a consensus butiding activity, par'--

ticipants were to arrive at a c ne 1ewof problem areas. end of the.

.d..=

week the group evolved a sec of problems and related tasks #ey wished to pur-

sue for tbe coming school year, each indviduai mode a committme t to work-

ing on one task gri p from within the range ident fied.

Week three focused on the introduction of curricular areas on which the

group had earlier indicated they wished to have ins _ ice sessions_ The four

top-priority areas were taken up, one each day. Sessions were presented by

the university staff and outside __ sultants on Mastery Learning, Con inuous

Progress, Metric Education and the cceptonal Child. These topics were pre-

faced with an introduction to curriculum design through the Tyler Rationale.

During the 1976-77 school year,-the inservice program consists of three

concurrently ope-- ing, some rhatintègratedcomponencs. We have followed

upon these three in response -to the variability of tim u. available- partici-

panto substantive interests, and the _iv rional-atructurea of various par,

ticipants. The three components are: morning inservice sessions and follow

up consultation in classes, weekly cadre _ ±atings, and professional development

courses.

Sessions which are very close to a traditional inservice model are held

twice weekly during one-half hour planning perIods on topics initially aquest-

ted by-_the teachers, but ructured by the university faculty for the most part.

These sessions have condentrated en metric education and elements of diagnostic/

prescriptive teaching applied to several subject areas During their four

months of operation thus far, the emphasis in the sessions has shifted from

didactic presentations by university faculty members to presentations by teach.-

ers on their trial-JMplementations Of techniques applicable fo- different type
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of students.

whe e n the university faculty me

also been on las 7onsultati

upon request-of teachers, partIcIpate

in the teachers' classroom activities as needed. Thesf, actIvitIes have in-

cluded the actual teaching of lessons to children for the teacher to observe,

individual student diagnosis of particulr learning problems and suggested

techniques to overcome these, assi tance with small group activitie_ d ob-

se -ation of the teacher and discussion with her afte -a_ds and follow-up

planning.

The second component of the inaervice curriculum tdkes place in the weekty

two and one-half hour after school cadre ___-eting_ The c dre is a group of 20

individuals representIng each of the school/community e groups Mentioned

above, which has the t sk of formulating its awn goals and working toward the

solution of school problems. University faculty members participate in the

cadre with their various competencies upon request bY the group, although one

university faculty member is the coordinator of the cadre. Another university,

staff person functions as a nonpa.ticipant observer and attends all --7eting

Specifi tasks to which this group has addressed itself include: the d velop-

ment -f a skill bank correlated to reading objectives, the clarification of and

development of teacher7parent communication practicesigrading policies within-

the school, the est blishment of a newsletter to the school community, consider-

ation of anthropological principles applied to urban educational s_,tting_ and'.

the development of a catalogue of diagnostic/prescriptive teaching activities

field-tested in the school.

Professional development graduate education courses are offered at the

field site by university personnel connected with-,.the project as the third com- !

ponent of the inservice curricUlUmi The majority of the members of these
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courses tire

school, although teachers

taking the courses.

specific local problems. The c

-8-

chooi/coc:'icy rep

paraprofess nals from nearby schools are also

_neral topics of thoso ronree!, aro =a,

te

have consisted of: A4m.List_ra

School/Community RelatonahLps, Lang_ge Arcs in tha Urban

Development and the Exceptional CbLld.

While the foregoing curriculun description presents only the barest ske .ch

of the activities ,Aking place it should be evident that the program slci

pur-faceted. The evaluation of the program fo both fo

poses 1..s _therefore a complex task, for effects of various aspects of Pr

are not easily separated and decisions to make changes in one area affect other

are- very quickly.

Problem uation and the Transactio

The program described above is a cople one not unlike o h ,-- educational

endeavors. The problem is, how does one evaluate its many facets while mai tain-

ing program integrity and the evaluator ' objectivity? The research and Oralu-

ation design had to meet the following criteria. The model had to provIde data

on ea h of the program omponents while maintatning:

1. direction, synthesis, coordination of the many parts being evaluated

so that ehe ov -all directton of the program _ mains

2. methodologies appropriate for each individual compon nt,

3. optimal operation of the program in special settings where evaluation

is usually problematic (distrust, suspicion of university types-,

whelming- thought to interfere IA h school routine,

reted, etc.)

procedures Which are conceptua

cially Lnterp-

theoretically sound as judged by
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onnte-a7n-rarv atAndards.tti evxlation and vithin the limits of present.

.12:perfections;

5. 7f the elevii, Qi-tesr4hit

theories about the progran fry-zus of inservice education models for

t;ran ools.

Th liFr
, devt 'ners h..dged best =et e sovt criteri

was the tranzactior.al evaluation aa described by Rippey and othes.

Briefly,

1.1_1

-Transactional evaluation is A developing aspect of educational
accountability. It looks at the effects of changed programs --
in schools and other institutions -- on the incumbents of the
roles-in the system undergoing change, i.e., on the changers
themselves. It does not focus exclusively on the outcomes of
the changed programs as they affect a target population. For
example: if a school sy-stem were planning to intruca a per-
formance contracting system, transactional evaluation would
look, not at improving reading scores oi atudenta, but at
changed role relationships and latent apprehensions among
those responsible for the educational services - teachers, ad-
ministrators and perhaps parents._ A comparison with the tradi-
tional summative and formative evaluations shows that the tar-
get of evaluation is different; the subject of the evaluation-
is the .- em, not the client of the services rendered br the
system."

Walherg expands the definition hy-indicr=ting that,

"Transactional evaluation . . is the acquisition and feed-
back of information and values into an ongoing social system
to assess goals, means, and their match within and outside the
system. It is distinct from traditional evaluation in educe-
tion in two ways:-its focus is on the social and organization-
al relations rather than on education materials and techniques;
and its c. -asis is on diagnosis and improvement of,a system
rather than on establishing the superiority of one system over
another in the manner of an agricultural field experiment or a
horse race."2

1Robert Rippey (ed.) Stud
nis:McCatcheon PublishinguCo., 197

2
H. Walberg, "Transactional Evaluation in rrafessional Education," in'

Rippey's Studies in Transactional Evaluation, p.

nsaetional Eval tion Berkley, Califor-
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In view of the findings generated from other urban teacher training pro-

jects based on the socio-cultural model, it was found that traditional educe-

tional research and evaluation techuiques were not appropriate for a predomi-

1
nantly-black teacher and community clientele. The transactional evaluation

----m041.ad0pted-by the pregram fecused en program-processes, transactions among

program-participants cal events-and program history as well as the unique

characteristics of the:school setting._ Naturalistic obsérvatioft key inform-

ant intervie_e post meeting reaction sheets and-ataloging of informal inter-

actions among participants and staff were among the first data collection

techniques to be used in an attempt_to obtain a status description of the sys--
_

tem and the initial changes Attendant to the introdu-tion of-the Teacher Corps

curriculum. -Later, su ey psychological, and performance measures ofA3rogr

participants and their clients,:-the.students, were introduced. A comprehen-

sive needs assessmant of the schoel/community was undertaken once staff-had

the trust of the participants in the program. The transactional model allows

renegotiation of the data collection methods with participants on the basis of

feedback and this procedure occured twice in the first year of operation.

Student data collection procedures were renegotiated-in the fall and cad e

data colle tion procedureswere revised at the end of the firSt_semester of

operation. Fu-ther, on the basis ef feedback and _ analysis of data, the pre--
. ,

elf correct and change mechanisms for_participation-- Thegram-was able to

-transactional approach recogniZes many audiences for an evaluation from people

- Schwartz "An Experiment in.Training Teachers,,for Inner-City Schools:

---,------.A-Sodial-Systems-Approach-in-the-Ford-Troining-andIPUcement-Program,!LNorth______-
ceetral-Association_Quarterly (Vol. XLVI:4, Spring,-1972, pp..376380). _See

also; for example : Barbara Biber, Elizabeth_Gilkeson,-_and-Chatlotte WinSor,-

Basic:A roaches to Mental Health: Teacher EdUcation at Bank Street. New York:

Bank Street-College.of Education, 1966; Dan W. Anersen.and John N. Antes,.

"micro,ITeachits kor Preparing Teachers _of Culturally-Diverse Cliildien,"_ The El--

ementaryiSchool Journal,LXXII, No. 3-(December-1971) pp. 142-49: Robert FPack:--

and Oliver-H. Brown,-_-"the R and D Center for Teacher Education, Journal of Re-

h and Develo ment in Education, VII, No. 4 (Summer 1968)._ _
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beingevaluated. to readers evaluation reports, each with disparate concerns_

and values; :It attempts to describe and assess the,program and to predict be7

havior in explicit reference to the various publics involved in the program..

The implementation-of the model requires staff roles at the interface ofagen-

cies,-parity ameng,the various participants, individual or agency, and negotia-

tion as the process of arriving at a total evaluation design. The approach is

particularly useful in:programs with enly originally defined intents;-where

the participants specify the goals and tasks they wish to accomplish within

the framework of improved teacher and student perfol-mance. Tne approach is

compatible with programs in the developmental, stages amiln multiple purpose

A3rograms because

_ and'values.

However, the

flex!ble and responsive to shi in conditions, needs

seeking comprehensiveness and under--

standing, sacrifices -eme of-the objectivity and precision_of measurements:of

the experimental resea Furth! in maintaining its relativistic

flavor, the model loses s me_of-its authority. In an attempt to'compensate

for these features of:the model,- the research team fo
_

the project built in

features of the classical psychometric pre and post test model and the eval-

uation by Objectives framework of Tyle and the comparative components model

for inservice teacher education proposed by Joyce and Howey.

preach=to the:proje

analYsis method provides

,fthe synthesis techniques
T--

and report-reaUlts,

With respect to

provided-by thejlistorical record;

The wholistic

he managerial

7

information concern ng staff activities and many o

are borrowed from anthropology in order to organize

tradition

classical psychometric analysis.

the first research methodology presented is the

14
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-12-

ative Method

Spanning all of the evaluation methods utilized are a core of generally

stated principles of operation which structure and organize an evaluation to-
_

wards the satisfaction of stated goals. Within a-specific method, certain of

the principles are stressed, receiving most emphasis as-a resultpf the unique-

characteristics of the morespetific model. One=dif the primary-purposes-of the-
.

Teacher Corps project which the quantitative method fulfills is that_of provid-

ng feedback to program participants.and managers _that is useful in attaining

a status picture of goal accomplishment, and one that-provides information

which will allow adjustments to be made in the program enabling a more complete

sati faction of the stated.goals The quantitative method, as the label implies

primarily this aspect which separates_

this method frOM the others- Within the e purposes and coincident with the'nu--

Merical emphasis,-certairi principles of operation are emphasized for the quanti-

tative method, and the eiOlication of these will clarify theiintents,

and expectations of this kind of evaluation.

Guidin Pr incip les

:Ile:quantitative mathod-will make use of formative_and summative evalna-

IrC-aceprdancevith the transactional model, datalcollected will be pre-

_

sented to participants and program managers either in suxiarized or in inter-

preted form, and data and esults will_be retained for possible future use.

Whereve- possible, datarwill_be collected-.:at logical times related to the pro

gram structure, but with a sensitivity

:,hurdening programpers--

not overwhelming participants or

r other evaluativeel with questionnaires, fo

tasks-which _ay deter the normal functioning and.progress _of the progra A _i-

vities. Consideration must always be given "giving back" something in re-

taken in the way of data; iime, or,sel-vices, and feedback to
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participants will

are gathered. Records will be kept to

failures,

tation

sectors.. Such data

of strengths nd:weakne!ses,

-ill further

es of dat_ Which

stand _s !third" evidende of-successes and

and will comprise and facilitate documen-

dissemination to the educational and public

develdronents_ Of the -prograsrmodel-in-both teo

retical and practical terms in the time after the program has formally ended.

A prodedure:util

tative method i-

zed

transactional -fra

in most typesof evaluation,-but_for which thevianti-

ularly useful, is:that of needs assessment, Within a

ework, participants!_ deal

turing component for:du

--and needs form-a major struc-

-
icular programs offered .

dence-of. need-which can not only-be clearly.P0

that can be easily summarized,

As such theY' require evi-
.

trayed, but which-is'in a

stically treated, nd probedHfor deeper-

interpretation. Any determination of the satisfaction of goals

pinned and for

_4Y evidence in

.the'projec

ulated within the

the form of quant tative data The sPecific curricular:-.goal_

rely_upon the

framework of participant needs

which is under-
.

is facilitated

hing of the conceptions

the university faculty with the perceived needs

t

nd resources held by

f the pa ticipants. The 1

cannot be articulated.at. the beginning. Of the projedt;

during its operation

_the teachers

versity inte

contributes

be-eval

as result of the interaction

andthe community. Specific goal

ention in the school. Zontinuou

o_the evaluation-process by defining

ated; goals which
_ -

are not (and possibly

but evolves instead

of university faculty with

change as a result of uni-

-eds. assessment,- -.thereforc,.

nd re-defining the goals to

cannot) Feyspecified before tilt

program begins as is the conventional mode of prog amJevaluation. P

'ment and continual re-asSesaint of need are thus a mos

assess-

important a-pect

program evaluation to which the quantitative

plied

method of evaluation is well ap-
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Qbjecti_mp_sisetativiet_hod

many respects the previous summary of principles p esents a general ---

statement of the more specific objectives of this ethod, ecause this docu-
__ _

went is focused upon curriculum1 and more specifically, in-service w thin the

project, the specific

phasis and the 1

objectives 1_ be-etatedjet-,clarification of

ion of scdpe imposed by this_focus.

To assess the-..degree
were-adcomplished.

this em-

whiCh ihe objectives:ef-in7 ervice:p ogrems-

To-identify the strengthe n_ weaknesse n-service programs.

To assess project_progresewith respeat to inservice'both during
and- atthe-conclusiort,ef:eachAn-semicesegment and to facilitate
self correction of attivitiesTand methods where needed.

To-locate areasneeding further ,de _lopmeit and t Aning:w
respect toAn7serviee.

To provide feedback to persons for whom the in-service
to those' peripherally affected by the in-service.

rTo:facilitate replication of those successful programs oUin-service
end _dissemination of program information-to a local and national

audience.

To this date e above objectives have guided decisions concerning the

type,ef data to be gp.thered,when:it was to be gathered, how it would be-fed

back to participants and the-larger audienceS, and-the extent and type of docu-

mentation:which would be produced. The following section spelleout the par-

tihui aPplications of. .the quantitatiVe -ethod for

service programs-, many of which-are.now in-progress.:'

the various segments of in-

C. -ations -f the u n tive Method

For the purposes of this repor- the applidat

method Will-be confined to thos_a peots of the pr

meht ahd Implement -ion of curricular activities

the n-service p ogram points out

ons of the quantitative-

gram_related to the deVelop7:

The earlier description of

the various facets ef the-program for whidh

17
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a cu rice

needs was a-m

a large extent dec

5-

as developed,- and in a _ cases, an assessment o

ties which were

iding-component. Because participant need

concerning cOrricOlum, the- needs este

participant

influence

ment activ

nducted will be discussed initially followed by

tion of the formative,

D. -Needs Asses

Participating in:the pr__

ummative andpre7-postapplicatfons..- _

ment

e university staff

descrip-

elementary schoo pert

sonnel and the communityletparents served by the three involved schotils. In

this first year of the project, most activities were to be focused at Hinton

Elementary School with gradual

Elementary School and the Parke

the needs_astestment

nclusion of the other two schools,- Banneker

Child Parent Center. It

determine what p

deliver upon those needs utilizing

is the intention of

cipants desired and needed, and to__

the resources with available staff or out-

side consultants. Teacher Corps _is' tional guidelines required that the first

six the project be spent

information

and plannin

activitie

in a comprehensive needs assessment the

be utilized as early as possible fo

n-service

a program was

the purposes of structuring

or teachers Simultaneon ly with the needs assessment

0 be conducted, and for this reason, a smaller ale

needs assessment was conducted,. .In May and June, 1976 the projected partic

--
pants from Hinton Elementary School were asked what they needed in the way

training, uipment ulummate ials and-services. Based upon a summary

of-these responses:and:other more informa and less quantitat

the SumMer Training Workshop was planned. --Additional informa

the_fi= tweeks -f the project suffired as_planning information throughout the

summer, ind by continual small sele re-assessment of partidipant

information was added to and altered. Such activity:was t_

ve-assessments,

io athered in
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while the larger needs.asseasment- ccupied the fir-t months of-the'p _ject opera--

Ythe large

Delta KappanT1 . The package consists of-IS:predetermined educational goale

heeds assessment ntilized a packaged program published by_Phi
-

_

enk ordered by participant

_the ranking procedure

be

der of each goal's relative impOrtance. _After

participants :reap nd to the goals with their opinions as

o how well the school ieving_these goals By these two processes, those

goals which are most important and also nat being accomplished are identified.

Participants then discus these identified goals and record the problems and

_cause_ associated ith the lack of goal accomplishment. The information:obtained

from the process not only specifies the highest priority needs, but includes

-

g--
gestiOns forcause,- and in this way structures future:attempts:to-better s fy-

theke

the .present project,- the teachers _f.Hinton..School and a volunteer.groupi

of approximately 25 parents completed-this process (separately),over the-period

from Odtobe

profile

,1976 through FebrUary, 1977. 'During thi

f the Hinton

same time, a descriptive

tudent body was prepa 'id censisting of attitude_and ar_ _

_

chievement data in reading and mathematics. Once this total information package

was collectecIandsummarized,:it was fed back to Hinton personnel and parents.

nethat is:inteded t- produce the mostuseful infor-

mation for planning future in-servide-,-_.teachers will _spond t- the Generic Skills-!

inventory
_2
; an instrument designed to enable teachers to-specify those areas of

teaching for which they feel weli. prepared and not well prepared. The needs

Needs Assessment mate'als_available fr
B x 789,-,Bidomington, Indiana-, 47401.

. 2_,
_-Jates, Barry N., Teacher.:Education Projects Flo'

of Education; Tallahasee, Florida 32306.

{ y

om Phi Delta Kappa, Eight and Union,

da StateiUniversit-
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assessment informs- n fed back to-teachers will help-them to-:locate areaso

gre test need for development -Hopefully, teachers will-see the'need,of further-

training in thesg areas.

Much of the quantita ive data from the needs asseasment will prove useful

not only to in-serviceAilanning of curriculum but will be helpful in 1ooking

back_on the in-service activities which haVe-already taken place. Comparifig

more-present needs-expressed in the larger-assesement-with those-needs outlined

in the preliminary needs assessment before-project activities b gan may give

sone indication of-the degree to wh ch certain aspects have been addressed or

Metrics and Diag os-wee stilt of major concern-. cular, the torics

tic Prescriptive Teaching, Which have been-the:subjectof considerable amount

he_Hintan faculty, may be viewed differently: now by-participants--

than before the project began. Other uses:of the quantitative data-from-,the

needs assessment will be: Aken up later in:Aliscussion of psychometrics in the:

pre-post treatment design;

E. Formative Evaluation

Up until the present time, a variety of format

have been ii

evaluation techniques

zed with in-service activities. For the summer program, post

_meeting reactio sheets:folloWing each

struments utilized, and re

session were the primary formative in-

ults were fed back weekly to participants.

A-co core of questions were

utility d Session in imparting

related i_nfor in
_

the like_

asked aft_r eachseasion concerning the

new inforMation, in providing-uccupstion

tiOn, providing opportunity for questions-anclAiicuesion and

or three additional questions were asked each w tor or par-

ticular sessions

to perceived needs.

rel ng to the co ent of the topic covered and its relevance

information and who

Following each session, those ta membe who presented

re planning-the next-sessions revi_ d the reactions

20
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:participants, and -quite ten altered original plan

upon these results. Ex mples of the use o

Description and Evaluation of

1976

three

During the fall of 1976,

uture sessions based

these documents can be found in "A

he Hinton School Summer Training Program: July,

morning in-service program was begun, offered

mes weekly for the entire Hinton faculty,

to the session

needs assess

and participants reactions

ere sampled less frequently than fo

ent activities ocCupied many

the summer. _Because the

f the September mo ning sessions,

the in--service program was not ope ational until October. In the first weok in

November, teachers were asked to fill out _ rather detaileUliSt of questional.

concerning the wanner -and appropristeneds the ormat of in-service sessions

and of the usefulness of the various topice,which were covered. Within two

weeks of filling out these forms,
_

particifiants-and discussed. The data plus reactions

a summary these data was passed _back to

planning:the remainingeession67inthe first

it were utilized for

emester and for projecting the

nd subjects to include for the 1977 semester.

rning in-service asions the 1977 semester did not forihally begin

until late January, and an evaluation of these sessions has as yet not been

taken.- Based upon the results of evaluations of the_fall programs,Lthe format

was changed from-e-large group format to a,small group, from mandatory to volun-_

tary sessions and w-- t- focu

now being offered

lized wIll be

more upon in-class types of activities for teach-

to these'changes and-to the value of the in-service
_

_11 be obtained at the end of Febrdary, and the instrument uti-

nature to that used in the fall.

Cichon, D. J., Olson, G. E., Schwartz, H. S."A Description end Evaluation
of the Hinton School Summer Training Program: -July 1976," Roosevelt University
Teacher Corps Project - Cycle 11, Roosevelt University, College of Education,
Research and Development Center.
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19.0rie additional `41-1d;

all in-servic programs was attendance records.'

tethdit allYAriand a tor tor -teacher soon

ebncerning =-the

od gnthe ed,for

Although the-sessions eret:

came ellidenr--that teachers ex-

i oda 5 bycheirrattendane

abnd. Attddliaride' -rcorda `represented- fn -use ftil blxidicator

terest.and! OVided-

itf -Atlier -rtbOrct J seeMed-fie4de

As ouhined earlier in the report, memberstlfthe -Hinton school/Community
rIrJ.izstd-av bv..12spartoil_
_-...... ..

(faculty, administratora,_and parents) were invited to:participate:id the Hin-
vlinftalla -1,P:11j1r;1. IfJ-t!,.; -.='.=7:t1 ..,,.)1.,-,AzIc-rt 'i f-Iiiilthp-tiki:sz!I id'Ab'se

-_ . .,.,

ton Cadre, to meet for three hours on Wednesday afternoons for the-erpress
11-5y . r..!--7_. .. f.!'%i%':.,' - "--: - ,-i--.--(`,,,,

d Pact; t aderiti \wife ichengei,

Javo-bris poi7usl-

purpose ofanalyzing the various school roles; improving-communiCation between
: sjoriaij137ati-ilkz Qj tilf111

,

the persons at Hinton,: and-identifying and working to rave some of the-MAjOr,
f..%It Flf,=.' u1.7.tpoT .u7mleowq

problems-confronting Hintow-School. Because the format was collaboratiVeJn

==.

nature and discussion-oriented by design, formative evaldation activities took
5-

_the form of attendance data only. Informal discussion with participnntE(by
=,- - ---13141-nu

, .

theHTeacher Corps ttaffboth during and outside oUthese meetings sUfficed*to'
1=i,. 'Ir7.,_00 rrOjeTantiu r.111

-
-:'-indicate the interest level source of discontentment if present,:-andaUccess

FJ-OLIA 1 1-ft'..sJet. g_4sElt-317

of the program generally.: These todk tho'place of any7formal_process.--as evi-
JUcF _rdr.tiv Uf.4,,.1vcrT ' 4

derided in other in-service segments.
7:Toog

In addition to the Wednesday Cadre meetings,

379w nJab lonm,

rcq u 111:-.-

_ormalrtlasses- _ere held. in:
11BM101±

Adm ni_ ation and-Supervision and in Language:Arts- forthose-faculty-and-com-_-.-
1 -' Lnii3 tj,114111-0, me%P,

munity-members who desired them. Again,- the only:formative evaluatibm-7 Azyed,
,nnX3thalnnl 17,TrAtF-

. . _ IOPI -In-,0 -_thoTev.-,TJEInl

other:thanthe.formal reciuirements Of assignments given by theinstructors, were
) sqt)Itn7 7c bmaf,a:-;.,M.93-ntli. -

in the form-of attendance reports.: These courses were university credited
fr.:Piwubas.eqd

--courses offered .in.the-field -for:thoge participants from the-three:schotas who
-10--AtritItJ101'n alfuR:yx 45mIlqnm-ft7b0

--,wanted university or, lane placement credit-for-this-additional'academic work-
..)70c,91 jn b11111-9--- *- iLw rib ev11--.

_These courseawere not directly-related to problem solving-or role .rclarification
gnir-;-scm tsjJ roy_ 0-9117A _
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_

as was-the.Wednesdayides- on,2and'

program.-

.:Theae then-represent theformat -e_evaluation techniquasfemployedup_

e t.somewha djunct., to ,the =total. in-service

nvolva.quant

be presented 4112a

tive data, and a briefauMMary, of_their

subsequent porti.gn df. this report. In general,

havel,rovedgilite wieful an4wiilbe retaine4- aa:_metho4s for- self-

correction and continuous partic1pan edback2.-for,,future-iti,service efforta.,_

F. Summative Evaluation

For each of the segments of in-service, there was some form of summatiVe

evaluation. .0n the.final day of...the.summar workshops,.an.evaluation.questinn

naire covering the-entire summer-program was administered- to-all:partidipanta
,TA1.ow

present. Topics covered in the in-service were rated in_five -.ategories: new__

.2--1.--.

knowledge, interest, usefulness for:professional work, quality of presentatioh,
2.- _

and'desire for followrup. The results have been utilized to determine to:what
--2--c -

-___::degree objectives for the workshop were satisfied and in making future plans

for the upcoming1977 summer workshops to involve both new and-old pa icipanta.

--
These data_also helped verifyithe--.-extent to which the preliminary needs assess--

ment data were'operational,-- and in.this way provided valuable input for-planning

in-service programs taking place during the school year.

Summative information for the Wednesday Cadre segment (concluding _ ita first

semester of activities in mid-January, 1977) constituted attendance data, grkdes

tained A3roducts of the participants, and evaluation of faculty instructioW-

-,A.1.1 these data in some_way indicated thesuccess or failure in achieVing Cadre_

..- objectives and were reviewed extensively-by staff involved in planning the-sub

for thesec-ond semester. The resulta of portiona of thii

reported 3. n a-subsequent section of this rep--

equent Cadre meetings

summative data

As stated

will_ be

evaluation of the morning in-se ce sessions consti-
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for the most part periodic ents by pa cipants, and -u

uation.up to thfs point has involved only the content of -he:sessions. ci the

caseof the fall ningjn7Fervice, cognitive_tests on Metrievand Diagnostic_-

1prescriptiveTTeaching Were administered. These were given to deterMine the suc7

cess of the sessions in imp

--sesvf planning furthe

-ing a: given body fknowledge and were, for purpa-

in-service largely with respectt decisions Whethe or

not more instfuction was needed or

ve information forthe formil-classe

new-topic of instru on a advisable

offered in the field :took the_

TheSe re-of final examinations and papers required of the participant_

quirements, when imposed_ere the responsibility-ofif-the-staff members conduct--

ing the courses

participants.

For the most part

nation to be made

and were for the-primary purPose of,evaluating learning of

these:summative data serve .,,the purpose enabling

of the overall success of the in-service the extent

Whieh _s6ieia and unstated_objeetivea.were accoMplished',i.and _f providing a

_record of end products for whatever future function-they might fulfill.

keeping with the purposes of the quantitative method, thesc data in'numerical

form epresent:evidence of past effort_ and what these efforts 71eided.

C. Toyohometrics: Evaluat n InvolVine Pre-Pos_ Design

The satisfaction of the major goals of the project.and answers to the

ultimate question: What impact-will have been made by the advent of this Teacher

Carpi project on the pa cipants will depend upon some _easure of change in

the participants themselves.-: Thetype- of information which can report change-over

time is that which is longitudinal and which measures In some manner the situation

prior to any Major project influence as well as dur ng and after the project.'s

exiat nce Thesimplestform of thia date gathering procedure-is:the pre-post

-evaluation design, and for the above stated reasons, certain of_theseeleasures
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up until this tiMe have been taken for the pre :eat phase only-.'-..The.fol

will report the

ing

tus Of-pre-post evaluation efforts and will apell, out future

intentions in this regard._

n th! s firs

to the Hinton corn

role specialis

-chievement tes

year of th pro ect',; pre-post evaluation has heen re

unity,' broadly definecria Hinton teachers, administ-

cted

_Community members, and srudents. With respect-to students,

scores taken in MaY, 1970_in mathematics and rending,and srudent-

tude measures constitute the pre-tes

Achievement scores the IOWA Te

-are from the SelfObservation'Scale

ucarion for citywide testing.

n ormation which has been gathered.

of Basic Skilla and attitude measures

both of which are, uSed by:the Chicago Board

These tests -ill be administered again i

-.Septemb Hinton tudents and results-

= identifying-what changev n

which- -ay be in some way-essociated.,-with project activities.

_n the-s_

with the adminis

be analyzed.in-terms of

_Wiles- and achievementihave_occured_

-
orkshop sessinns, parts.

mong students

-the early sessions were taken up

ring of Attitude instruments to teachers (the California F

-Scale;the Gough-Stanford Seale ofFlexibility

l4easure of Social Distance based

in

upon a

the Dogmatism Scale, and the

semantic differential format.)
1

These--.-

-uments will be adminiatered again in_june1977: fter-one_year_s Operation

f the p -ject at Hinton-. the beginning of the aecond week of-the-summer wOrk-

altering topics which

essment conducted in
-

were projected for the curriculumrof-in-_

shop sessions, a cognitive test was administered t

-were identlfied

June

teachers

needing study by'the preliminary needa

1970 and concerning topics whieh

service for the coming year.' This te

_ along TAth the attitudes instruments.

-again

1
Shaw, M. :and Wright J., Scales _

McGraw-Hill, 1967)

2 5

will be administered in June, 1977

h _e Measureme Of Att ndes New York:
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Probably the:

titudes and Ae-

-gest set of_d from the'commdnity which reflects the at7

of p :ents is found-in the needs

earlier, both in -he:for_

all three schbol

tionna

ma

of results from

to the_ larger sample of:d

_sessment data described

small group of parents representing

ta ected via a mailed out quesr:

data were collected_ beforire to -7all parents. In that most 0 t hese

activities with parent :ere begun, parents

and beliefs to da:the schob_ nd iducaopinion
_

project

be

vie

ion

any

-sare reflective of their

n general priorto the

existence. Though plans are not innlized this

again le p nt-' vie concerning-edu- iona

this coming summer,

It noted summary that some

--tended for each-of-the participating group

and community-members

_, efforts will

needs of children,

of pre andipo d analys

jiinton:personnel-, teacher interns,

Additionally, attitude data was collected for staff_

. . .
. .

meMberaand will-be analyzed fo changes-that _-y-have aken p ate. Dtce the

post resting is completed after one year of-opera n, the _esults will be ana-,

lyzed both toAdentify what changes took place thin nd across groups, and

view:these changes -hin the -k of the,major,goals and-intentiona

participants a stated in the-nriginal proposal. Thesa=data will be orga-

:nize&intoia ummative reporti

sively for pl

actionil mode

one yea 's efforts and will be utilized exten-
_

second year of operation. the tran_

has beensuch analysi change in'progra format and offe

or auggest changed which

I only confirm the validity

h wever,

PC

possible that summative assessment will merely

are already in the making. 7. If this occurs,- it
_

_ the formative aSSessmentS. It is anticipated,

that more will be reve led in the_summative assessments and pre and

t comparison- than could be obta ned from the -formative assessMents

_Data concerning attitudes are not strictly Included it the formative assessments
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and the formative _assessments by their nature are incremental in their descrip-

tion. They mayfail to point out changes which appear minor or non--existent

over the short range of time-,- but add up to .something more major ,when viewed

Over a greater time period. For these reasons, it is strongly believed that

all of the above types of quantitative evaluation are needed. They are methods

Whidh will yield Aita,:-diti-that-la- re VabieIntig hbEen

gathered and is representative of the time in which it was taken.

H. Summary of Results of Quantitative Evaluation

Certain of the in-service segments have been completed, such as the Summer.

--
Workshop In-servide Program and the first semester Cadre session nd formative:-

and summative results are available. Other in-service programs are ongoing for

which summativé. data are not available. 'Addltionally, the pre-post design for

certain aspects of the service curriculum are as yet incomplete and prelimi-

nary inforeaation is the only data available at this time The discussion of

results for the purposes of this report will be brief and will provide examples

only ofhe ways in which quantitative data was and is being utilized to eval-

uate the various facets of in-service in the project Mo e lengthy treatment

concerning the total in ervice will appear in a monograph already under prep-

aration reporting the first year's progress to be distributed at the end

summer.

I. Summer Worksho0

.The fprma tive data collected daily .a-nd summarized for participants wer

.60asisted priM _ily.of_tatings _from 1 to-5 ("not:Useful"- to meXtreMely- uset1W1

of .the-manner of:presentations and the-topics discusse _It.was mainly.used,for

deciding what content r...;eded bolstering or -dded review and deciding which

presentation (small group discu-_ ion, lecture, etc.-) was the most, stimulating

2 7
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e summative instrument given on the last day of the summer work-

shop was similar in-format and content of the formative post-meeting reaction

sheets, and the summative data collected in almost every case supported the for-

mative findings. For this reason, the summative highlights will be presented

and it can b_ assumed that these reflect formative ratings as well.'

gories:

the summative questionnaire,j'espondents rated the topics in five ca

new knowledge, interest, usefulness

presentation, and desire for follow-up. Rat

to highest in the respective categories, and

for professional work, quality:of,

ngs were from to 5', lowest

according to the criteria stated,_

:ratings..were uniformly high, all averaging above '4' on the 5 point scale. The

weekly themes of cross-role training and individual curricular topics were con-

eistently viewed by participants as the most interesting and useful for profes-

sional work. The curriculum topics of Metrics education and the Exceptional::

:Child were identified as areas in which participants desired most follow-up.--,

Viewing the evaluation ratingehy specific daily topics, there was a very closi

relationship between the ratings of ,newAcnowledge and interests, and to a lesser'

extent, the quality of presentation. These a e examples, then,- of the more macro

findings emerging from the quantitative evaluation of the summer program.

Mornin In-Service

The quantitatiVe data collected for the morning in-aervice sessions Wire

-e_ types: pre-poet cognitive-evaluation of content areas-covered, eValuations

f participants' assessments of the appropriateness of the format and

and attendance data. Cognitive pre-tests given in October, 1976 _n Metrics and

Diagnostic Fresc iptive Teaching revealed that factual knowledge in these two

areas were not high among the participants. By mid-December, when the post-tests

were given the extent of factual_knowledge in Metrics had increased significantly.
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Of the 36 persons taking the 15 item metrics pre-test, approximately 40% of those

taking the test missed 10 or more items, and over half of those taking it missed

8 or more. On the post-test six of the 26 persons missed 5 or more of the ques-

tions, and the -est obtained a score of 707. correct or better. Four participants

received a perfect score on the post-test.

For the topic of_piagnostic 16rescriptive Teaching,

quantitative representations of the score

ias ooncluded that t

did not accurately po tray the igni-

ficant learning that occured. Most answers requo ted were in nariative _form,

an -ers were often based upon past -xperience and opinion, and often there was

_ an example where quanti

tive method was not the most appropriate as it was applied and thus, results a e

incomplete without.some conlideration of the subjective judgements of the person

who presented the material. Quantitatively, the gains were from almOat no knowl

edge (very fe- questions being attempted) to much knowledge (almost all qiiestions-

attempted). The number of questions answered indicate an increase in the amount

of learning, but do not specify the-nature of the learning, a More significant

aspect in this instance.

Based upon these inc -ases, it is concluded that some success was obtained

--with_this approach to in-service, though cognitive gains were not as high as in-

tended. A breakdown by item of the test given and the identification of asPects

nswered incOrrectly has already given some indication f where deficiencies may

be found in the transmittal of this information Additional reasons can be

not just one correct answer for the questions. This i

found in other types of data suah as attendanae and participant reaction

fo mat and_content.

_Attendance data did reveal important infOrmation in this .instance showing

that attendance became.increasingly'sporadic at the morning in-service sessions

with thepercentage droPPing fi
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to an average o- 667 for the month of December. It appears obvious that absence

-was a major factor hindering learning.

.The results of the November 9th admin stra ion of- the formative -evaluation

instrument for morning in-service provided additional reasons.-- For Metrics only-.

-527 of the participants felt they learned anything-new,-and only 487 felt it wa-

useful for their professional role. -However, 747 felt-they needed mor inservice

in metrics, and none of the pa ticipants stated that they were confident in their

-ability to teach the Metric system to the students. appears that the seisions

e not giving teachers what they needed in order to teach-metrics,: and this

would suggest one reaaon why nterest and perhaps -ttendance might:hive

h relation to Diagnostic Prescriptive Teaching, a siMilar picture emerged.

Though stimulating participants more than Metrics, only 367. of participants found

the sessions useful in their professional role, 877 said they needed more train-

ing, and only 327 'of the participants felt more able to employ Diagnostic Preacrip-

tive techniques in their teaching.

As a direct result of this combination of data, morning in-se vice_sessions

were changed considerably. They were made voluntary, were changed to a small

group format, and were focused on providing activities iind individual staff demon-

strations and assistance in the classroom. Though only the quantitative data has

been discussed-above, this discussion provides an example of ho- such information.

WaB utilized to diagnose problems connected with non-achievement of cognitive

_Llearning goals an4 how correctilms were made in the in-service-activities based

'upon evaluation of par_ cipants' reactions.

K. liesil_peerAay Cadre In-Se

-Of quite-different nature from the morning in-service were the Wednesday n-

service sessions of the Hinton Cadre. They met afternoons for three hours, were
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voluntary and offered for course credit, and the group was smaller, 23 at ma-

mum. Because of the discussion-orientation of the sessions, it was decided that

quantitative fo- tive evaluation was not crucial, and participants' reaction

throughout-the semester-were_gathered in nrually by staff conducting the i

service and a no ticipant observer at each session doing naturalistic obser-

vations. Attendance data and semester evaluation of facul y instruction bT_

participants were the p imary vehicles for summative evaluation. Attendance

good for the entire semester averaging 90% overall for the sessions. There

was some attrition early in the semester with the number of participant drop-;_=-
- -

,pingfrom 23 to stabilize at 19. Problems that arose during the semeste

dealt with by the itaff collectively, No quantitative record -of the e problems

was taken, though _-thnographic records were made.

Summative results of participants' evaluation of faculty inst_ _ction re-

-Nealed their opinions concerning areas of strength and_weakness in the presen-

tations. Participants rated twenty six different characteristics of the cadre

Jn-service program on a 1 to 5.sca1e- _er 5 indicating the highes rating

possible Highly rated by-participants Were mastery of subject matter by thoss-1--T-

presenting material, opportunitY for discuss on, and the:info _ativeness of the

discussions that took place. Thege received an average rating of 4 4. Lowe

rated were productiveness _of assignments

ganization of the in- ervice activities,

of 3.4. The average rating fo

freedom to exp-ess opinions, and or-

and these' received an average rating

11 26 characteristics was-3.87. As indicators

useful for planning

Some examples of---

f areas to improve upon, these quantitative data proved

the second Cadre in-service which is presently in session

changes that were made for the second session are that activitiesare planned

more collaboratively with participant and the seosions have a greater concrete

school task orientation than in the firs_ emester.
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The intention of t e presentation of this brief overview of some of the

quantitative results of evalu_ inn of in-servie prog has been to demonstrate

ways in which such information is being used to measure progress and accomplish-

ment of completed programs, to plan and modify ongoing,programs, and to make

judgeaients concerning future in-service that will be offered. :Only a portion

-f the data has been presented,- and only_some Of the:ways these data can be uti7

lized n obtain information concerning the in-servics_have been discussed As

stated earlie_ most of the:analysis of such data will be taking place in the

near future for preparation of a summative end

formativei ummative, and pre-post treatment

analyses are corral ti nal techniques applie

_4

how best to ocate strengths-of-what has betp

e year report to include

esults. Tolle in-luded in these

o particular questions concernin-

to identif5y1_

the extent to

and what the accomplishment or

intended learnings and unprojected association

4
which stated objectives have been accomplis_hed

non-accomplishment can possibly be attributed Cu.

.0ne additional purpose has- been, . therefore, tO desciibe processes yet to-

take place and portray how the gathering, of data which can be quantified can

answer some important questions for the operation of ,project such aslthi

should be pointed out-that yet to be interpreted are the data from the needs as-

..sessment conducted over the past 8 months. It is anticipated that these data

-ill better enable the structuring-of the content-of future in-service'programs

-yet to come.

L. Limitations of the Quantitative Method

Everything that occurs in a project isn-t easily quantified, and though

may be possible to represent:numerically a great deal of information conce

_ events, some reductionism is always the ssult. From the reduce
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itm comes a loss of flavor, of perspective and of words to express intelligently

numbers, therefore, only

those things for which it is convenient, expedient, and Usefuh As a consequence,:

quant fication i: limiting not __ly by the reductionism, but also by th A exeulsion

f potentially revealing data.

what "really' occured. -All data are not reduced to

An additional limi ation for the application of the quantitative method

this project is in the use of self--eport data from participants,

cipants-are taking part in the decisions that are made; their,opinfons and vie

points must be expressed and documented. The most:common method of recording

this information is to aek them their opinion utilizing so form of instrument;-

,
in the case of this project, reaction sheets, both v-iodic and summative. With

such techniques, there-is the assumption that participants understand the intent

of the questions and interpret them in the proper manner,

though-fUlly and straightforwardly, and that their answe

that is - that.they_ are interpreted to mean what they

This leaves a

hat they answer them

are interpretable -

e intended to mean.

ether large margin for error in interpretationand-thus limi

the dependability of the data unlest hey:are validated in some way. Though

this applies to all self-report data, it is pa cularly a danger if represented:-

-Aumerically: By translating data into numbers one

- been made, and those who read and interpret-the nuMber

interpretatiOn has already

the prior assumptions concerning validity of_the data.

terpreted more factually than is nted.

One final limitation which may be more char

p oject

-can easily lose sight-of

The data are often

cteristic of this particular

than others the 'fact that thia project is

framework, that goals are reformulated

with:tuch flexibility, the aspects which

-ansactional

operating within a

and added and along

re measured change also. _With the
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use of quantitative methods;, in particular pre-post methods and correlational-

analya_ it is desireable to-designate what will b- quantified and when it will

be quantified before the initial activities to be evaluated begin.= Within the

transactional framework, it is impoAsible to foresee all aspects which will need

to he evaluated, and thus the scope of evaluati that is possible by quantita-

tive methods is limited. Included with this limitation also ere the problems

:any study that is longitudinal, that of sample size itself and the possibility

f'change in the -riginal sample._ For any statistical analysis if data which

have been quantified, these inevitable occurrenCes must be dealt with in soMe

manner, again limiting the amount of reliability and --ope of interpretation

that ia possible.
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III,. The Eth h c Method A lied to Educatlosal Re earc and-Evaluation

A. Assumptions and Purpose

-The basic approach to ethnographic,research and evaluation comes from the

discipline of anthropology. Anthropologists concern themselves with habitual

behaviors, individual,and group, inherited and learned. They study human be-

ings in institutional settings including the strains institutional s ttings

place on indi iduals They study culture, which is everything that man is and

does. In this program, the ethnographic methodology will be used to document

the development of culture of the school(s) in which the program ope ates, of

the cadre subculture and of the evolution of the program's ethos. To accomp-

lish these tasks anthropologists use special ways of looking at the world and

its parts and techniques vestigating that part of human'behaVior.tcube_

studied. The:specific approach being used,here i- that of applied anth opolo-

gy,
2

. the selection and use of ethnographic data for dealing with

.educational problems. Applied anthropological studies can serve

raise an individualla cultural awareness that is, what is it in one

beliefs, background-and social situation which makes him act the way.he does?:

2) help pinpoint the probable roots of cultural or subcultural conflict iria

given ituation; (3) provide informa ion about-the culture of a school, or a

community, or a classroom. Such studiesToint up the_aimilaritie_ and differ-

ences among_group and individual behavior and allow one to look at a situat on

om a whOlistic point of View.

_ lville J. Herokovits, Man a d His Works (New York: Al_ ed R. Knopf,

1949).

2Leslie-Whi e The Science of Culture (New York: Farrar, t _u_ and Cuda-

hy 1nc.:1949).

George D. Spindler Educationv_and Cultui AnthropQlogical Approaches

c go:Aiolt; Rinehart and Winston, 1963

5
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e of u ing ethnographic approaches to progam evaluation is to

decument the longitudinal development of program the_

ses

to record the_respon-

f various groups to the inservice and preservice curriculum, to trace the-,

evolution of the cadre subcultural systems,-and=to describe the ethos of the

program

from the

The program will provideTa rich,background-for theAlata

ther methodologies. Further

two year investigation complements th

model underlying the program.

The conceptual approach borrowed

1
univers _s framework.

the ethnography whiCh results fromthe

cultural level-of_the soeio7cultural

OM anthrepology is that of the:cultural

The-anthropole-istjook at-_school as ubdulturea, at

or c d groups a subsystems the schoolclas- o _t teacher roupings,

culture« Schools classrooms and cadres

build _ultures which are

like culture

purpo structure

'One can vie chools

,anthropological con

_
like other systems of human behavior

oMplex, probabalistic and self regulating.:-..Also,-

Chools, classrooms :nd cadres can be obServed to have-

functions, content, patterns and -o- orm of coherence-0:

clas rooms and cadres in terms of ome commonly epted

cts or universala.
2

These unive al-aspects of culture,

.claesroo scho ls and cadres are created as the inf rmedigroupmeMbers trans-

mit knowledg_ the heophyteavand as they Ante c ith,the values kills,

information, and attitudes to b_ learned fro- the' currichlum, The whole

process i called education, a special form of the general pr cedure known as

In document ng =he p _gram, eight univ al patterns-have. been ident Aed

1 Marrand His Works, pp

214-Schwartz and M. Jason, &Guidebook
ional EduCator Springfieldi Ill: -Illinois

'Pp- 135-180.
6

227-440.

to Action
Office of

Rese ioh for the Occuca
Education, DAVTE, 1976)
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for documentation. Each classroom school, co_ nity, cadre and.dulture has

some way of handling these unIversal aspects of behavior, but each culture or

subculture displays a unique way of doing so. For example, all cultures and

subcultures have a value system which indicates what-ought to be the preferred

ways nf doing-things-orbeIieving-what:is gocid-and what-is=badi Hkil-have

cosmology Pr world view which specifies what constitutes reality in the school,'

the Community, the cadre or the classroom. Each cultural unit has some form

of sncial organization which governs individual and,group relationships even

to the point of determining forms of verbal address.' Each system has a-_tech7'

1r
nology, a body of knowledge and skills used to perform the tasks necessary for:'

the syste to function and survive There is an economic system Which regu-

lates the allocation of goods and services in the schooL.: the:cadre and the

Classroom. Further, there is a form of governance or a_oolitical_syttem regu-

lating individual and institutional behavior which specifiea how decisions are

,made and who part cipates in what decisions. Typically, there i- 4 special

matter oflanguage uniquely suited to the educational process or the subje__

the classrooM. Finally, there is a soeialization_procesa or,educational nro-_

ceas which regularizes the7transmission of knowledge to the neophytes, the un-

learned ones in the group'. It should be emphasized that the cultural univer

sals model is 'only one of many conceptual frameworks which anthropologists use

_ look at the world.

Several principles of research in applied anthropology

f one-isgoing to do research with living cultures

following guidelinea should be observed:'

and real peoplei

The investigator must be-aware of his own biases and
he is vieWing others through his own cultural window
jective he tries to be.

37.
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2. The investigator must be able _to communicate with the people whose_
cultural system he is studying, either on a first7hand basis or
through 4 key informant who has the'respect and confidence of the
members of the group as well as an in-depth knowledge of the ultdrr

al pattern under investigation.

Tlie investigator muat be Willing to spend time (typically at least

_la year) observing at first handithe group under study-either as--a
participant or_a nonpartidipaht caberVet-.- -=

_The investigator must have access to written records,
'factaand ether objed s produced by the grpup,.._

Smile conaideration ahould be given- tathe kind Of questions thi

-investigation can answer and the kind of problems best addressed:by this t Cli-

nique of evaluation.- Generally, amthropological researchAs qualitative rather_

than qu itative. 1 This does not , ,thropologiSts never use nUmbers

or statistical techniques. It does mean that m;.;,t chethnographic lit

ature tends to,be descriptive and interpre, for the anthropologist-pre-

Bents as complete a picture as possible

if a probleth can be resolvad by an experimen

culture of.a. group. Therefore,

atlatical design, using

the anthropological techniques would add additional
J

concerning the behavior of persons in the syste

suming. The advantages of one method of inve8tlgatiou cr the other were con-

sidered before embarking on this method of evaluation-. It wan felt that there-,_

were some aspects of the progr which did not yield,to documentation by the

other techniques already described. For example, how best could cadre partici-

_

pation in program activities be documented? How else could a complete picture

group on the sIalizatIor ofthe interns? Did the

the direction a: the Inserv±ce curriculum?

xplain and aris one more-of the universal pat-

1E izabeth Colson-, "TheIntensiv6 ;if SmalLSample Communit _ " in-R.
Spencer- -(ed0-Method andlPersnective .th Anthropology (Minneapoli&3 Ur tWersity--

of Mihne ota Press-;j954).:-
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terns of culture mentiondd ea lier, the anthropologIcal. invest

basic techniques: observation, interview, collection and analy

do-uments or other objects, and the collection and analysis of demographic data

These techniques, as used nthe-prograrn evaluation, are summarized below.

major data collection techniques u ed in this investigation are

alysis,-.observationi i-terview, and 7:functional or:-untent anal--

ysis of written documents.1-.-: Other techniques may include,surveys, life histo-

-ries, theexamination of cultural objects or artifacts the collection of topó .

graphical and socio tric data and the audiovisual recording of ceremonies:and

rituals.

1. Demographic Data Collection

All investigations should begin with information concerning the nature of

the populationunder investigation - base line demographic information vi t

stati-tics. The program staff collected demographic information conderning the

three schools to be involved in-the program and, the salient facts regarding the

community in the development ofthe project prepOsal.- InfOrmation concerning

the potential participants age, sex, ability level, attitudes socio-economic

status,.:race,_the location and description of the schools, floorplani,

schedules, students' educational levels teachers' years'of job_experience'and

ime

,other information-relevant:to the group was collected before-the program-began

andat it

the7poPulation has changed in the schools, the, community-,,, the cadres pemo-

rstaphit-information is collected on-those variables which may influence partici-

-ception.-:: Now spot checks are dote periodically to see if the nature

1
A more detailed description of these techniqUea applied to schools can be

jound in-Estelle Fuchs, Teachers Tal (Garden City:-New York: Doubleday& Co.

Int., 1969);

9
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pants' response to the currcu1um and may guide the development the culture of

the program..

2. Obaervations

Henry1 has classified the types of observational techniques.An the follow-__
ing manner.

tura tic: The investigator s known to the group as an observer and

ngsges: in direct observation of persons and groups record

thing hd letting patterns emerge from the data.

Structured: The ob e_ er identifies the behavio he expects to be pre-

sent in a situation, organizes them into sets and then records their presence

over-a series of obsermations For example the preservi

pected _ keep track of time spent on the Job.

P rticiaant: The investigator Isamember of the group being studied or

has a role relationship t- and frequent interactions with the per- ns being

studied.

Nonparticipant: The observer Is not a me _e_ of the-group and his role

and o7 presence may not be known to the group.

-All four types are being used to prepare the ethnography of the program. First,

the int-rns, the p _ ervice teachers- through the vehicle of daily logs_are en-

,

gaged in participant naturalistic observations of the school culture at the

Hinton School, Second each cadre-has a'trained staff member...functioning in

the'role of nonparticipant observer making naturalisticLobservations in ten

minute timed inte als. Third, other staff,and faculty members are engaged in

participant observation n classrooms in s__ -ctured way. Finally, àadre

members have been asked to record their resonses :o various aspects of the

Jules Henry, collected manuscrIpts, unpublIshed, eSt, date 1968.
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pregrim and to share them-with staff members. Each of these_ setsof observe-

.

-tion notes-will be analyzed for patterns, for_commenalities-and uniquenesses:-
,=

= and for critical episodes in the developuient of the cultnre of theprogram.

In each_instanee, the-observation record includes information concerning

the location of the event, tlieTtime, the physical surroundings,- the behavior --

of the:people, groups and institutions involved in the situation and the role

-
_ of the observer. Observations of the nservice and preserVice events in:=the"

cniriculum are made on a regular basia over a one year period to capture the

full cycle of activities. -NonVerbal actions,- body language, seating patterns

and the covert and informal network of relationships and norms are attended to

by the staff members-observing in_the cadre meeting The observatiens will

be content analyzed for themes-and categorized in terms of thescultural uni-

versals framework described earlier.

IntervieWa

Inte ews way be formal or informal and both are being used-in this

case. The ethnographer relies heavily.on the-key iLaformant,interview to gen-
_

_

erate-data; Key informants are members. in good standing of-theirculturaor

subculture. =Attempts are mada_to k ith_informants=nnmerons and different-

of_the group(s)_under studY-. Therefore,_enough to represent all major asne_

all members of the-Hinton-School faculty and administration will_be involved

in formal'extended interviews concerning their/impressions of the culture of

th school and cadre members will be intervieWed formally once d informally,

several times, regarding the subculture of the cadre. In addition, several

role grout-ill-five been selected for frequent/informal nd-inter-_

view- such-aa:the pre _e interns statinned at-Hinton, role specialists,_

--males in a predominantly- male:achnol-and7iparaprofessionals-who
. =
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-school community. Formal interviews are being conducted with ten designated

community leaders and informal interviews with a group of parents who have

assumed a leadership position in the school/community. In the other cadres,

the::adMinistrators, slected paraprofessionals; teachers, parent-6, and head

teachers will be interViewed,forMally. Finally, informal interviews have been
N

conducted and, in June, _
rmal interviews will be conducted with central staff

members to tap their contributions t- and impressions of the program, schnol_

and-cadre subcultures. The p-ogram staff evolvedAts awn values, technology,

governance_system and so on which was parallel to, but affected the develop-

ment of the cadre and the curriculum. The interaction of these subcultures

will be described.
-

Frequently, the investigator coMes toAepend on those few members of the

group who have the time and desire to talk with him. This may induce-a bias

in-the data. To avoid thia:bias, ;he two_ __ff interviewers-assigned to the

program participants will exchange key:informants for half-the formal inter-

_view sessions and comnare responses for discrepancies. Appropriate_adjustmenes::

will be made if necessary. The formal interviews with key informants will cul-

,minate the:first year of ethnographic 4ata'collectiOn The time Span should

:= permit the respondents tofeel comfortable withthe investigator. The great-

_est problem for the investigator is to eStablishtrust while maintaining objet7

tivity toWard the responses givenhy the:inf___mant-. Approximately 70 two hour-

will'be conduCted in-March April May'and June,

The_interview are to correspond to:thecultural univer7--

Sals frameWork-presented earlier. Data Will-13-e content analyzed in terms of

the eight categories which Will be changed only when the data reveal cru

elements of the subculture not an
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encounterech Pilot tests withthe open eaded schedule- ere conducted by,the

author:last.year at the Hinton'School and four other-similar schools-in-the

district. The-data_ were riCh, interesting and greatly augmented the_dema-

graphic And survey information collected from each site.--Whenever-possible-

quantitative material from obse- Ations su_ eys,-documents and other sources

will be used to support generalized state

the interviews Sample intervie

pendix A.

nts made:en the basis of data from

questions in each ca egory are hown in Ap-

CortegLA.r., sis

Content analysIs of written documents or intervie

of systematic observation and measurement of va

will be used to analyze in an ob

and .intent o

data i another_method

iables.
1 Content analysls-

_

vejashion the themes, patterns, content

written communications sudh as lo :bulletins, cadre minutes

and_other p ogram committee minutes, inand agenda staff agenda And minutes

--stitutional reports cerrespendence,_ interview data, etd. In-this-technique,-

questians are asked of the camMunications rather than of the informants or by

directly observing behaVior. Written,material is a form,of behavior which can

_be analyzed and inferencei can be made about the nature of the group_or-Indi

viduals producing the communications. The_basic skill required in content-a-

nalysis is to set up workable categeries and logical classification system

which relate to'the research problem and the conceptual assumptions. :The,.

logical classification:system has been established in:the cultural universals

framework; the workable categoriesgiven the nature _f the culture
_

Kerlinger Foundations of BehaVioral.Research, pp. 543-!553. See also

,
B.,Berelson, Centent Analypis in-CoMMunication-Reaearch (New Yorktree:Press,-

1952) and O.B.- Osgood et al.-The Heasuremen- of Neaning (Urbana,

UniVersitY of Illinoie Press,-
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ture vnder examination include such content categories as distribution of cur-

riculum materials technology -staff time allocation (economics), groupings

of pupils,-parentb, administrators (social organizati_ program content val-

ues,technology), decision making-strategies(governance), voluntary groupings,

discipline (socialization), instructional strategies echnical Language), c

---

portunities for interaction among staff. The unit of analysis in this

case is-the theme (a phrase or Sentence related to a content category) and re-;::

sults will b- repo-ted4n frequencies and percentageso

Content analysis is a simple but laborious and time consuming analytical

technique and should:be used when data cannot be obtained in_other ways or

when written materiala are a crucial component of the culture. Given that

_
:schools are literacy training institutions and that written documents are the

principal cultural artifacts of a program culture, they must be examined in

detail for insights into the'cultureaof:ead4 _

Ereliminary-Analysis

It is premature to attempt to present any:complete description o_ the

culture of
-

time, with less than a year of observations and incomplete interview.data and

the Hinton Elementary Schooly-the cadre and the program at this

only partial-analysis of the written documents. Therefore, what is presented

here reflects thepreliminary informed judgments of the ethnographers based

on comparisons

tioning.

of observations and interim reports of program and: Adre 1nnc-

findings should be regarded, tentative and in need offurther

documentation. The temptation to generate research hypotheses hwhot been re-

-istedl-for the ob ervation ahd Intervie

speculation

data provide-fertile ground forsuch
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1. The Culture of Hinton School: A brief description of the nature of- -

thetstudent, parent-and professional-population was presented earlier. T-
_

summarize the demographic information collected, Hinton Elementary-School.is

a K-6 facility_with a studentspopulation of:approximately 835, serving a low

income 'black community on the south side of-Chicago. There are two admini-:

-,-
trators, __principal and an assistant, 6 role_spetialists and_40.teachers of

whom 3 are male. There are 4 white teachers on the faculty and the rest are

hlack. Eight paraprofessionals work=at thesschool which provides-breakfast

-and lunch to the children._-The sitident achieveMent reveals:the,typical-pat--

tern of regression from-the third grade on-end, on-the-averagei=children are--

about ItImonths 'Jelow national norms by_the time they reach fourth grade.-

-In cansule form, the needs assessment_data-and inte- iews reveal that

the world view of the parents and the teachers in the HintOn school/community

culture is very congruent with respect to the children. For.both, reality

consists of adequately preparing children to complete their education ,-at

-

Aeast_through high school. _The process should Make_the children self suffi-
,

-cient, economically and personally. _By,contrast,the daily-reality_,ofthe

various adult role sets in the school/community is quite divergent.

parents, reality is survival and protection of personal rights and property

from. encroachment by the various community forces-e.g., crime, and the legal

institutions of society which often are seen as hostile. For the teachers,

survival is maintaining order,_covering a designated amount of material meet-

ing extra class responsibilities, snatching some moments with other adults and

"making it through the day." For the administrators, reality is meeting the
_

daily crisis allocation of goods and human resources to meet health, safety,

-

For the

cu dial-:and instructional requirements and satisfying-the requests of some--
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times remote superiors. Resolution of each issue for each group results in

:feelings_of security, status and/or sociability.

The value system of _the Hinton school/community-was tapped in the specifl-

-cation of goals cited in thaquantitative section-of the paper.- Parents:and_

teachers fiel the school ought tn teach children to be_literate- -self respet--

ing and -espectful adults who are capable of béingproductive persons in the

society. However, they see eactf_other as sometimes-impeding-the child's prog-

-

rees toward these desired ends. Both groups endorae the core American values

_of self reliance and egalitarianism.
-

The social organization of the Hinton School la typical of the ructure

of most element ry Achoole, that is a relatively flat bureaucratic-pyramid with

the principal it the apex and the children and parents at the base._ Other

social groupinga are related to grade level taught,_quasi-administrative_status_-

ibuted-te lack of regular classroom_responsibilities and informal affilia-

tions on the basis of-race, sex, Eige_and years of experience at the school.
_

Variables such asthe influence of socio-economic status, residenti4 patterns,-

Marital status and,educatipnaL levels reqUire-further-supportive data before

comments can be made about:their importanceih the social organization of the,

_ulty.-_ The phortenedachoolday;attheschool-limits the number of adult in-

teractions-pessibla:and-this may be the -ost crucial element in the absence or-__

formation of kinlike grouping

The technology of the schoot_has both a formal and an informal cempenent.

Written decumentaand-initialJnterview responses suggest that a Central-office

mandated continuous_pregress/mattery learning teaching strategy is the 7 jpr

instructional modeat the Scheel.- HoweVer,- the analysis of a small nuMbe of

informal And key informant interviews indicates gap between what is Said and
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what is done in theclas6room-for the larger pA

Hreveals the self-Contained clissroom

the faculty. Observation

the chief setti for-instruction,

Most-classes have about three:achievement levels And teachers unctioning

the "leader of the groue instruction role. The completion o the Learning Environ-

-
accompanying classroom observe ions should pro-

vide insigh
-

willingness

into the actual process of instruction-. There see to be an_un-

try new techniques without almost:daily guidance-and class sup7

The economic system is characterized by centralization

als in the area of the admInistrative offices and

the distribu-

allocated by non-Classroom staff. The allocation of adult human resource

the prerog tive of the irincipal or his designee

maintenance-staff

use o

with the exception of the

activitiesi:axe specified by the building engineer. The

udent_time is almost exclusively the function of the classroom teach-

with some concessions made to role specialists such as reading teachers

librarIans, gym and music teachers. Given the city-wide-fiscal and promotional

lable at the local school levelincentive syste

seemingly do not

before specifics

of these ewardS.

ion -of the informa

Additional data are required.

set of norms whichgovern-the allocation- _

1

Speculat on is that power in the system is related to the

receipt of these rewards dispensed:by:the administrato and-the engineer.

overnance structure at Hinton School seems to be as participatory

possible given the constraints of a large urban school system. The administra-

tor seeks input from faculty has continuing Contacts -ith the opinion makers

value negotiation as a conflict reduction _ chanism, TheJack of

evinces brought by the faculty is one concrete indication of this
_ -
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-culty perception of accessability. There s one group of=faculty-members-who

express the desire for more directive leadership and mnre unilateral decision7

-'Making,on the part_of _the principal

, The socialization process has been-.examined--_with_special emOhasis,on,the
,

= _

--acculturation of the-prekervidelinterns in-ehe program into_the Hinton-school

culture. -A rite de passage-has been ,outlined-and the-interns-are keeping logs

-to document the process., Crucial.variables-in the syste

ection seem to be reid ;to_race-rWillOgness to:perform menial tasks for
-7,

membera of the-scho =unity CultUre_and-abilitT to control_children.Cer- r-
. -

=
tain_personality variablo-on_the part of faculty.and interns-are under

_

Inten-

sive examination for it seems that_a selection Model: forlainflatability And

productivity might be posited-and-related-to site specific-conditions.'For-
. _

example iE eeqm that-openkainded-teachers with traditional values work best

with pre ervice interns with high self_esteem and a-content speciality, in-a_

team teaching selfcontained -classroom setting.

The-language of the system bas its own-unique-features, but the major pat-

terns are- reflective of the educational_professioni_ the:middle and,lower middle

class background of the teachers, the ethnic and socioeconomic_elementd-in-the
-

community and the peculiar variations generated by the presence ofthe university

staff and_program argon._

2.- The Subculture of the Cadre chof what-has been Said of the Hinton
_

_

school/community is reflected in the Hinton cadre with the exception of varia-

bles of social organization norms and values, and governance. The group de-
.

cided that they wished to operate on a consensus model with a convenor selected

from their membership. The fi convenor was a volunteer, a-female _classroom

-teacher. _ The second convenor:approaches theadministrative iodel-in that he i
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,
not a regular elassroom teacher and'is seen to havelomi quasi-sdministrative-

rfunctions e _apiditr.with which-males itv.the cadre ssumed leadership po---

_y female elementarysitions is related to the role of the malein the_larg

school culture and.requires additional inVestigation. The cadre is still

-, grappling with the problems attendant to thedevelopment and.enforcement

norms and values.- This:proces- is further complicated-by the presence o_

"outsiders" in the persons of the nterns, though they are less outsiders

than members of the-project and university staff.- The tendeney_is to relin-_

quish leadership_positions to the university_personnel-and to avoid any sit7

-uations which will lead to_conflict with administration.-

While it if: too soon to say definitely,_there seems to be the develop--

ment of. new social groupings in the cadre which areInot present in;the larger

system. Coalitions cof parents and teachers and interns are present, work

groups involving faculty membera of different status levels have formed And
_

-

-

university staff and_classroom teachers are functioning in dyads to address

specific instructional problems. -The-duration and impact of the groups on

the-larger system remains-to be seen.

D. The Limitation Eihno Anal sis as an Evaluation Methodology

nographic model is descript_ve and provides a wide range of in-

sights ineethe processes and patterns of the culture of the school and the

cadre. The'completed ethnography will generate a wide varie y of research hy-
- _

potheses requiring detailed examination. For- _xample,Ithe special status of

the-rolsTof the male_teacher in_the predominantlY female elementary'school cul-

ture may change:with the evolving role of the-woman in the larger so _ety. -In-

dications are that schools lag far behind the general culture in sex
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_The model is_not predictive. Because each school culture is untque,.untLl

,modal,profiles of.a vaiiety-of-nultural_typesIcan be_devised
-= -

-rediCtive.-=Currently,,school ethnographies-ardrare bebanae-theY_are so_time
_

_will*t=be

oramming and require-trained Anthropologista-Aa_field-workers and,anelysts. _

-

Hopefully,=the reaearch being conducted herevill:cohtribute td the body of ,

_

-iknowledge-re'qUired-to'develop a-predictiVe ethnOgraphiC mhael._ It shOulebe
- _ _

_

remembered that-successful program replication requires delailed descriptions

;and analysis of all elements of the ehdeavor.

The quantitative and ethnographic analyaes-provide both formàtivean

mative evaluation information.
-21

Thenext two_techniquea historical and-maha-
_ .

gerial tend to be explicitly summative. Neverthelesa, both the historian ahd

manager implicitly make formative_evaluations-and-are-a ked to share :thest,--
--,

'judgements-on an,informal basis with program staff and participants. These

,two perspectives as implemented in the Rhosevelt University Teacher Corps Pro-
-- _-

-gram and as reported here are complementary for_the discussion of-the historical

documentation presents a model and the managerial-analysis presents data-to be-

proce sed by the model.
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The Historical Method

74

, \
-,-

The place of the-history in evaluation lies between- aw chronolOgy,-,
, ..

.

.. .

-:

, -and stimmative statistical techniques. Raw chronplogicalthe_-recording of-

:-

eve ts, can be obtained by-perusal of agendae/and minutes.which re ult' from-

' -- ,-- '

__. ,.
,program committees': meetings khistory muit place-this chronology.into

/
perspective. Similarly, it i- thrOugh th e o hio thet_eyes f' strian that ,--_ ...__ h

. _

long term implications of :statiseical-data can be Appreciaied.-iMeans ,:atand-
,

ard deviations,-

-come "h _nized"

s-

F-ratios need thef 'historical background in order to be-:-

/
'

Given that a program histo-- is -a viable evaluative, technique, 'it -is
_

incumbent _upon the historianto _identify the crucial elements which-make-up

Examination of these elements, or "phases" in assembling i his-

to can_then_lead_toan_understanding of the,evaluative_nature-of_hiStoridal__

documentation.

The initial phase: in the, construction o

,

a history 11SiStS _n:the-gather7.-.
,

-

ing of primary source information. It is_axiomatic that-the more exhaustive-
.

the search ,for,primary sources, -,:r.the.H=more
- whith

developed.

The second phase in historical evaluation involves developing

of reference with'which to view the primary sourcedata.---Thia"fraMe.of

reference"-,may be more'loosely_te "perspective"; it is'the4uty-of th0
p

historian to, in some ohjective_Way,_ order the-:chao-S-Of anongolng funCtional

entity. The frame of reference j_is crbcial in making the leaprom-Chaos to
_

order.

Tbe third phase in historical analysis_is expository in nature: the
_-;

project being evaluated must be _interpreted_through_the parameters set up -__- _

51
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,2in the-frame of re-ErerLe. What were formerly mere occurrences,-become-

"events" which relate to_other "events" and which, as,a
. .

,-

-- us a picture of-the couree'which algiven portion of the project has taken.
,

The final phew:- :onstructing a_history_involves generating,*le-

stones and influAu. ....ertain events, when'the'ocCurences of the-pro-'

ject are placed in-till

and the,historian

ference sbecomeiparamount in, impqrtance,-,

thc)se eventsas "milestones". Once the "mile-,
_ - -

=

_stones" have-beeh :ed, the "influencee which theae milestones had on-
--

_-.the project may be Ilated.,. Pictorially,=we May view the PhaseS_in'the
-- -----, __ :

hietory

Phase-1,
Gather Primary

Sources-

Phase
_Develpp-_Frame:

,reference

-Phase-III
Explanation

--iof:Events

Pheee IV
lestoneaand
Influences

Result:_

CorPus of, Primary Sources_

Resu

-A "perspective"_with which:to
view_yrimary source co_ us,_-

Result:_

Result:

Occurrences from corpus of primary_
,

source become "events" in frame of
reference

,The History of the Project
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History is a critiCal science which must estimate what ,of all-the
1-

developments which happen to mankind,-is to be counted as,progress. :This

estimation creates the phenomenon of historiCal-teleology which must be

recognized as a source of:error in-any,history. 1_

-To counteract as Much-ea possible-any:error ftich ssult from his-

torical teleology, the- collection of primarysource'data must be as complete

i-

as possible Additionally,-these data-must themselves be-the source for gen-
.

erating the frame of reference, lest individualpreferences'distort the occur-

'rences being considered'. HOWever, the historian will always be faced with

-;possible error because occurrences,which bedothe-events,=.-whiehbecome_mile-

stones'which have: influence.alrhave their genesia in the eYes and mind Of
,

-:the historian, and his-colleagues.

The history the Roosevelt University Teacher CorpSProject will in-

volve all four phases which have been discussed earlier. Bedause the natdre

of the p oject is that of a transactional ystem, the history will be shared

----with-pro pet-participants as it is being constructed. In this-wayi-it is-
.

hoPed, an objective historical analysis of the project will be-produced.

There are three,typ--:-of primary sources-which are being collected f

_irst type consi6rs of all memoranda, agendae, and-minutes

of meetings, which are being kept and filed chronologically to facilitate re-

trieval. Discussions with pro3ect staff and participants is the second type

data being accumulated. The third type of data consists

-
ofpreviously prepared-documents concerning the research site. These Include

ories of the schools involved in the project, Chicago Public School Sur-

veys concerning faculty composition, and students previous testing data.-

Windelbind. AAlistory,pf:Philosoph Vol, I & 11, (1901:-
-_printed by arrangement with Macmillan0o.',--New-York, translated by James H-

Tufrs.)-

.
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The development __

-

Tentatively,process.

-51-

,

_rame of reference for these data is still in

appears that alata will be categorized as re-:

latingto one of these four parameters:

1. Organization and, Management

2. -Participant Profiles

The Community_

4. The Evaluation -Service Curriculum

Under "Organization Management' will be included items on personnel

and decisionha Jug, The-"Participant Profiles" willlinclude all information-
_

regarding,cadre formation, inservice participants- and course entollers. An

active community necessitates separate conaideration oiTthe'reciprocal'im-

pacts between the TeacherCerps Project and the-Community. Finally, infor-!

mation onithacurriculum per-se, and its growth:and change, will be-included

_in a separate category.

Yet to cole inthe course

"story" of the pr ect

,tWhiatory is the construction of the

as viewed,through these parameters. Still further

in the future is theestablishment of "milestones" and "influences" Close

sheringbetween

selves will be required before recognition of milestones and influences can,

be realized.-

participants, staff_and perhaps students_in the schoolslthem-
,

=

mitat ons of the Historical Method

The his or,or "teleological asse sment

:ly a "post feetti" analysls Its chief value lies_ in how

fundamefital-

t-MaY be used in

future_projects similar to the present one. 'Particularly witktespect to

-milestones which seemed to ha-- had a deleterious influence on the course of

the prnject, future researche he occurrence
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responding events ih their own projects. Perhaps then by care ul planning

, these future projects would pirci-- vent any difficulties found in the present

-pro ect. :Although inAoing this othe- earchers may be_perpetuating p,

post_hoc ergo pronter hoc fallacy, consideration of other summative evalua-

tions of the-present project could counteractHthis o a degree..
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Management o- a Teacher Corps Proiect bv a Transactional St le of

Organizational Analysis -and Evaluation

Rationale for Managerial Analysis as Evaluation

Conventional wisdoMcalls attention to the notion that new and compli-

cated venture requires "good"--leadershipi management-that is informed- sensitive

'and goal directed. The processes of_the leader and his or her management style

-have beeh examined-by researchers in psychology, _ociology, edutation and-in-

-4
dustry .The investigations-reveaLthat the_"succesaful!' manager and/ar mana-

-gerial team are -those which can.establish_goala-and procedures to accomplish

nd identify problems related to the pursuit of goals, of staff function---

prope- allocation of resou ces,-- communication.-networks en, formally

_ormally,... information is-collected from a variety of sources, _analyzed-by .

the manager and hii s 1 a decision is made, implemented end evaluated.

whole.procesa bears a greatresemblance to.the traditional. _program evaluative_

10 ocess- with one major difference. The managerrarely makes the process explicit,

but -freqUently keepg-the whcile-.procedure .in his-head.; The.notion here is:that by

making the manage lel process explicit the.project-ivviewed from- -nothe- frame-

ork,and a new dimension is added to the transactional evaluation model.. Further,

det iled records oUthe managerial -ode of experimental projects may p-ovide ad-

:ditional insights into why some projects survive, prosper and influence education

and:why others fail.

.The Possikility exists that managerial analysi and management information

sy tems are not useful evalhation tools that-their techniques are too casual an&

that the d nerated is best dealt with in the historical and/or ethnogr phic

See for example Harold J. Leavitt and Louia R. Pondy., Readings in ManageriaL_

HIPsychology -(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964).-

5 6
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models. This possibility is open for consideratien-by the program ataff and

the scholarlY community.

B. The Conce ement

The management- of the Roosevelt University Teacher Corps Project is based

primarily on the Getzels-Guba model1 of-social interaction.

Cetzels and Guba defined three leadership-followship styles as follaws:,nomo-

thetic, which emphasizes adherence to role expectations and,the requirements of

--the institution, Such as an assembly line; the- ideograp1iic, which emphasized

need-dispo itions of individuals; an-example- is,the-organiietion of

the

basic re-

se rch division in industry; and trahlActional, which emphasiz d the interaction

of the two.
2 Since the Roosevelt Teacher Cerpe Project-is ba

with the impo ement of teaching-learningJn an inne

schools, the transactional style is most appropriate

which can effectively implement this gem

Thus, in developing the proposel fo the Teache Corps Project

ically concerned

ty composite of three

or making those decisions

tional model of governance:for the project wa which

a transac-

delineated emphas

-3
basic principles of parity, interface of roles, and negotiation.

Parity was designed into tht organization through the mechanism of

ees: Executive, Coordinating, Curriculum

zed three

and Planning. Each of the e

ur tom-

Commit-

tees-is-a-separate entity in having it awn sphere of influenee which determines

fhe implementation of project objectives.

ward a harmonious whole.

Yet all are intertwined and work to-,

Ge zels, J. and Cuba, E.G. '"Social Behavior and the Administrativ_ Pro-
cess," The School Review, Winterv_1957.

2Getzels, J., Lipham, J. and Campbell, Ra_AllisatigatikAAWIJImIllnumul

Soc al_Process. New York: Harper and Row PubliffharW , 1968.

3 -
McCarmbell, Jam es, A Transactional styie of OrganizatLona l nagement,

University of Chicago: Ford Training and Flocculent Program News lr Le fs, '1973.
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chart shows membership on
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he various cam_ tees by roles.

Number by Role of MeMbership on Governance
Committees of Roosevelt University Teacher Corps Project

Role

University Administrators

University Faculty

Teacher Corps Staff*

LEA Adm nistrators

Central Office

Di.strict Office

Local School

LEA Teachers

Community

Interns

Total

Exec. Coord. Curric Plan. Total

11

1

17 15 10 10 = 52

*All central staff members have adminiatrat ve and/or teachIng experience
atthe elementary:and/or secondary level. 'Further, they all:have votes
only in the Coordinating.Committee.

The Executive Committee is co-chaired by the Dean of the College of Educa-

tion and the District Superintendent of District 21 a sub-dstrct in the or

ganixation pf the Chicago Public School system Having these two men closely

involved in helping to set policy for the project -sets a tone of interagency

LEA .;

18
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the project which it.otherwise might not have. The project is

regarded as an important part of the activities of the College of Education

of Roosevelt University. In the field the activity of the District Super-

intendent indicates to the central administration of the Chicago_Public

Schools his __spect for the goals of the project-as well as communicating

7 the site-coordinator or principal and teachers of the school i: which

the project operates, his unqualified support as well.

The Executive Committee meets- monthly, alternating meetings at Roosevelt

University and4n the District 21 office. Its agenda are p_epared by the pro-

ject director. Formal minutes arelcept of its deliberations. Its basic fun_-

tions are to be concerned with the financial management:of the project-and:to

makemajor policy decisions for the proje-

tion to the

tant director of the proje__ the site=coordinator, principals of the two

oth-er schools involved inthe pr_ ect, the Local Education Agency (12A)

dinator two members of the College of Education faculty, four parents who

_epresent the three schools, a member of the District 21 office, an intern,

Its voting membership, in:addi-

co-chairmen and the pro ect director,iconsists of the assis-

rt-his one of four young people who-are working-for Master Of Arta'cleg ees

in'Teaching in a two year program of for al course work and school-and co_

ity services/, and a teacher representative.

--The member hip of the Executive Committee was specifically .deaigned-to

provide a paii-ty mechanism for all aspects of the g

Local EdUcationaI-Aiency; Stiff

oject--Unive sity and

un-

irswho are faculty members o_ the College_

of Education whose primary respons bilities are concerned with theproect and
- -

College of Education faculty members who are interested in the project but no

'Aproject staff members, members Of.the co unity, administrators -teaChers, and .
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erns. They also represent all levels of an administrative hierarchy.

The Coordinating Committee is primarily a staff --mmunication and

-.A:defining committee. It is thaired by the project director and consists of

all staff metbers affiliated with the project and an intern representative.

Againthe membership of this committee is an illustration of the parity

principle resulting from the process of,negotiation. Three membe have

been added to its metbership not only to implement the democratic principle

of parity, but also to indicate to all concerned with, and interested in,

the project that it operates in an open manner. These include the site-

coordinator or principal of the school, the co-community cadre coordinator

and a teacher representative of the faculty of the Hint,pn school. Increased

membership in this co ittee also illustrates another'facet of the smooth

interface.:nf the local school,and the University.

At the onsa-751;the project, this committee met weekly, but now finds

bi- eekly-nin-etings are sufficient for project OurOoses. This committee

also has a formal agenda and keeps detailed, minutes of its proceedings,

is in meetings of this committee that no detail concerned with pro -ct oper7

ation and tanagement is too small to be discnssed.

In preparation for the work of this committed the director carefully

_analyzed the.projeCt proposal before the start

oped a management infortat_Lon system (MIS) for

This system has three major characteristics:

of the school year-and-devel

consideration of the staff.

it defined the eight major

tasks of the project; i(2) tentatively listed the persons respon

task:as'well as other staffmdmbers who t4erZ-to beet,

timd-lines for

included: nperations of the,p

ible for

e involved;

the accompli hment of the tasks. Major.tasks

needs assessment;ect; (2) conducting
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etraning experienced teachers; (4) organizing and operating a t_-cher

learning center; (5) training pre-service interns; ,(6) providing

based parent education program; (7) evaluating the project; and

ing, disseminating, and demonstrating ma3or facets of the pro ect.

Moreover, the management information system provided for a breakdown of

the major tasks into subtasks using the same framework as for the major tasks,

namely, a description of the subtask, the person responsible and others in-

volved in the sUbtask, and a time-line.

The management information system was also restructured into ma or tasks

and subtaskS to be performed by each staff member including the directo

assistant director, program development specialist, team leader, communi y.

coordinator, needs assessment coordinator, and the exceptional child

mator who also serves:as project historian. eaCh staff m___er ma

subta ks were grouped for that person eithe: as beingresponsible:for the

or being involved

ber which could be

to be performed or

ith theM. Eadh subtask was given a classifiation num-

each subtask was described briefly and time-line

When.this

defined.

system was fashioned, comments, suggestions- and rev ons

coordinated either under the heading of tasks or subtasks

to the specific individual responsible or involved a

were solicited. Again, the principle of negotiation:concerning staff respon-;

sbilities for tasksoperated Staff members were giventhe Opportunity:to

meet with the director or to submit suggestions for revision in writing.:It

is-interesting to note that only a few minor suggestions for revisions were..

made Thus,-ihe management information- ystem as devised by the director at

the-beginning of.the project became.the major frame of reference :for staff

planning and operations

61
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Moreover the management information system (a managerial analysis

system) 4s a good evaluation_toon that it provides for both formative

and ultimately summative pictures of the status of the project. --The sys-'-

tern identifies the changes-that have to be made in.the management the

project in-order to facilitate the basic goal of the pro t changes in the

_ --iculum of the school. This method evaluating both process:and products,

also Consistent with the transactional evaluation scheme and the pclal sys-

'-tem design of the project. Put more emply, it is another way

7,777.0.

getting_a_

handle' on a complex project which may be replicated. The data generated by:

the EIS have pointed to redirection of staff energies at certain points In

ti e. 'Thus subsequent changes were made,as the project operated or the

most part, the changes were negoti ted with the appropriate individuals and

:agencies. Occasionally the negotiations became confrontations usuallyl)ecause:

the principles -f parity and liaison roles were violated-SOMA examples,are

given below.

The Curriculum Committee also began operation at the onset 0' the pro-

'ect under th_ -chairmanshiP of the assistant director and the Site -coordina-

tor or principal. Again formal agenda for each meetIng were preparediand Min-

utes taken of proceedings. This committee also meets monthly and alternates

eting at Roosevelt University or in the field at the Hinton School .
C

tern is a member of this committee in addition-to project staff members, a

member of the College-of Education faculty known for her expertise in urri-

culum matters a member of the co unity cadre, and three teachercof he

ntdn-School. Again, the principle of parity has operated in-the designa-

tion of roles for members of the committee in that they involve staff most

concerned with the direct on of the curriculum o -the pro eachers who
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Are concerned with the teaching/learning in their classrooms, a curriculum ex-

pe the administrator of the school which is the locale of the teacher learn7'

ing cente and members of the community.

This committee, as Its name inly concerned:with broad policy

-,matters pertain ng to the selection of instruction materials and equipment for

the_project the ail catio- of project-staff fer instructional tasks, and the

recommnndation of curricolum directions for consideration, study and deliver5%

projeCt prppo al called for the formation of

Shool in which the project's teaching learning

cadre not only-at the

center operates lso

other neighboring schools the Parker Child Parent Center, a pre-school

facility, and the Banneker Elementary School', a kindergar

-ty similar in grade range to the Hinton Schom_

Because: much staff

operations, formation of cadres at the other two_schools was del

January,_1977. Furthermore; it was not possible:to forrad cadre

en xth grade fac-

nd-time was utilized in beginning the project

yed untIl

i

other two schools, primarily, because staff_resources were-mot available.for:

Banneker combined cadre was-formed.-two additional cadres.

_1-

The fourth committee in the governance structure of the project, the Plan-

Ei,ng Committee, consists f representative members Ofeach cadre in addition to

t- Upersonnel.- It meets monthly and is co7chaired by the two cadre liaison-

personnel (staff resource percf-.1s) who work with each cadre,. Its major function

to sift the ideas the members of the committee in -!cadre:relation-

ship to the mUtual benefit of both cadres and the respective schools which -_re

_represented and to plan cro -cadre activities.-

qtgain, an ih

assigne(Lto the projects rves on a ajor;governance committee of the project,

_

Tes on this committee. ,Ahus each of the four interns.
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urther illustration of parity. I

-61-

terns,comparenoteS.On their perceptions-,

oUthe-committees at their own weekly meetings conducted by the team leader

whose primary responsibility as an experienced:teacher

tion of raw, prospective teachers into:finished t- chers capable,of managing

,and instructing in inn -city_classroo

_nterface is defined as the quality of interaction among the_variou

groups ond agencies involved in the projec in this case managerial, and other-

external forceswich either impinge upon:it

Cood -elat

resu

esult in

n. a -rough interface .

face roles

or .ith,which it has ta-dea1;-

a tight interface, less, than good

The director 1.e:involved

within the University

bureaucracy.. Several examples a

with the_LEA, and wi

relationship

in three ma inter-
-

h the Teacher Corps

e given below which illustrate_the kindsef

-Problems Which:face-those who function in.the. liaispnroles at thelinterfacei
_

ipeting institutions.

Working with the Contreller of the University and members of-his

proven to be a revel tion te the project director

time And:effort than allocated in the HIS

this offi e came when it as

at the beginning of the fall

nd has

staff

involved more

,The first impnttant contact with

time to secure tuition-vouchers for the interns

/976 semester. 7It was not until the director

personally intervened with members of the Controller's staff that the probl

faced by th-

The audi

riterns at each

Tasigned.by

of financial transactions

step hr registration process were solved...

the Controller to keep the University's accounts

iquired by the project now consults with the pro-

--ject director-ten days before the end of eaCh quarterly-report-period and al-
.

,

_laws herself to be gUided_by the suggestions of the project director, Who_

keeps-his awn set of financial booka:-in Allotting credits and debits to vari-

ous line items in the budget. Personal negotiation with the Controller by_

_
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the pro ect directer also straightened out errors in salary payments to

members and to a pOlicy which pe- its the director to personally:be

for the distribution of monthly-salary checks to field personnel.

Although the project director is former high official of the central-ad

ministration of:the Chicago Public Schools, relation hips with that office have
,

proven to require more time and effort than anticipated in the managerial in

formation system. By Teacher Corps regulations, the salary and-in-city.-travel

expenses of the team _e der salary payments to the interns, and the salary of

a secretary in the field office ere under the urisdietion of the local-educa

on agency (LEA). This 418 bed-b-done-for a numbe-
,

most imgortant- that of wanting

project.by the school system in,which a project operates.

reasons includingThe
-

elicit a reasonable:level of support,for

There have been n

leader,-t rdy p y_ents to the interns, and the like Not all of these

ou difficulties _ith ladk-of salarT'payme

evidences contention have yet-been Satisfactorily -olved despite

1 and written attempts at negotiation by the project director*

the

-ch person-

It may-be_that

negotiation of unresolved fiscal items with the national funding agency may be

the only way to conclude the concerns regarding allocation of funds by-the LEA.

Moreover,--the involved routine of lane placement credits for participants

uch courses under projec_- auspices continuei to:be a negotiated'item at_eaeh

of the procesa.

Vbere:has,been, hewever, one,exCeption te the:sloomY:pictUre noted

At the beginning of;the project, the central office indicated that it had been

requeeted-bYgovernmentel

closed circuit television

equipmentllad-b en:in use

officials tb offer for sale to
.1--

equipment now inatalleUin the:
-

in a close'd cIrcuit televi ion

the highest bidder the

Hinton School. This

hookup as part of an
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District 21 office, a move which had been made necessary by the fact that the

as not permitted to hold meetings beyond 4:00 pm. (Later it developedschoo

that the principal was able to secure a permit to-keep the Hinton building

:open to 5:00 ) They also requested that those members of the cadre who de-

sired University credit for participation not be held for written work of any

kind.

Core staff members readily agreed to the first two requests-that of

making in-service sessions involuntary and that or holding cadre meetings

at the Hinton School. They also suggested that members of the cadre should

take m-,-e Iresponsibility for determining their own agenda and only one,cadte

liaison person, the __am leader, would function to work ith the Hinton:cadre

Anstead of the four staff metbe s who participated in cadre Meetings in -the

the cadre-fall semester in order to-lessen the feeling-of staff-direction

voiced by some cadre member

-
However, the project staff "stuck to its gun '

sity course in-the College of Education

in pointing-out that no

worthy of the name could func7

tion without the request for some kind of written papers. Furthermore, it

was pointed out that Chicago Public SchOols policy for salary lane placement

courses required evidence of a formal nature. .This poaition

the faculty negotiatingtea

7-accepted by

Core staff also suggested that an addition to the .membership of the Co-

'-rdinating Committee-be, ade.in that one classroom teacher waS to be'elncted_

to repreAent- thejaculty at theetifiga of-that-eoMmittee.- The chairman of-the-.

:faculty'negotiatifivcommittee wa- promptlynominated toserve in this position._

--It- is interesting to 'note that_careful negotiation:with7considerationof-,

all'viewpo nts without rancor actually resulted in improvement in project oper-

ations Participation in morning in-service session now voluntary by
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the number particIpating now is no less and in some cases greate

as at the compulsory sessions held in December Moreover, there is a

interest on the part of the teachers who do part cipate and the t

sessions has improved greatly- these teachers, too, are beginning to inc

into their classroom activities some of the suggestions made by project staff .

summary, the transactional mode of managerial analysi has served the:-

Roosevelt University Teacher Corps-project-well byl,roviding for parity in-its

governance structure, permitting the director

tionships within the University, outside of the University, and with:other

- Teacher Corps:projects and progra

tion wheneVerland wherever it wa_ e__

and hy-p acticing the principle of negotia-
--,

edient to advance-the goals of the p_
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VI. :Surrarj and Perspectives

The paper has attempted describe the multiple research methodolog

ng used to evaluate an inservice teacher education curriculum within the frame

transactional evaluation model. Preliminary results c f le

-year of data collection and analysis were presented Insuary fashion_and some

judgments concerning the lImItatIons of each methodology were discussed.

sue be conaidered now is-the evaluation productivity of the fou

The

research ,-

Methodologies cdllectively and individually. -_Does each tedhnique'provide in7

formation for wise decision making in the program, raise new research questions

generate otheses and co bute to knowledge in the area of inaervice

ing? Dnia7the methodology permit_the accurate description:of the program and

its curriculum and does it yield measurable predictions of the-hehaviors 0

dividuals and institutions Do the multiple methodologies complement each:other

or are:they redundant? -Is the supplementarTinformation yielde&by one tech,

nique V rth the staff time and effort devoted to the data collection and anal7___

-ysis mandated :by the constructs of the evaluation medel? Is there at effective

-:and efficient sequencing of the __ethodologies?

Preliminary judgments indidate the least productive model not reported

=- here, in terms of generaii-Obility-is the comparative case-study methoddsiogy._

iJlowever, the results-of this approach are important to the public school parti-

cipants ±n the program by virtue of the detailed information presented regard:'

,one school and one cadre and one component of the complex programThe:

nitially useful technique la the quantitative one because of the
-

un-

mediate information available through surveys, needs asse aments and post meeting

-reaction sheets. Program planners ean,dhange formato content o nserviceactil-

vities and allocation of resources early in the program's history to resp%Jnd to
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these data. Participants seemlto respond less, enthusiastically to'quantitative-
_,

_

feedback and ask for simple verbal statementa,which can-beCorsimplistic un- ,
,

_ .

less care is taken; The abilityof'the quantttativeanalysis method to raisere-.

_

search questions and generate hypotheses rests On, the-tissUMOtiona-underlying

the collection of the data. The;quantitativb data collected_to generate itatus
_

_

=descriptions tend not to lead to further examinations. _When the assumptions
_

_

underlying the inVestigation posit a series of relationships such-as students!

_
_

-sense of self worth and their teachers

an inserxiice program,- therva variety

qmrticipation or nonParticipation in

peculations can be formulated for.in
_

_
vestigation. Responaes to various a8peètof thelnservice

gailgad in a -oat_ effectiVewaythroughAuantitativemeans_thereby=contributing

7-
, to thesliterature in.the field. Rowever,:if,quantitative.data,Ware the only:

descriptIons aVailable of the curriculum, the vie4 would be narrow and not

_highly predictive of behav ButthebaSeline datalprovidad.by this tech-

nique seem to be the logIcal tarting.point'for all_other evaluativel:Models. _

. .

_

The technique_of-managerial.analysis begins.with the program's start and-
-

-

continues informally for its: duratiOn. The*Attempt here is to make this
_-

plicit personal evaluation process explicit. It may be that ,the_ technique
_

_,

less an evaluation scheme thana management approach. :But information is Col
-

lected, prooessed,'shared with others;and used--to make decisions-about the

rection.andiperformance of program elements.- The_power Of-t- matt:kid-to-

-
_

generate hypotheses and raise research-issues may be limited-to_tha develop--

-,ment of_selection'models for staff;'sites and resource Management.-
_ _ -

_--'"Thi-historical-methodology-is-orucial-to-program---replication_and_goal-

a sessment. The technique is by_nature-summative, but begins with the pro-

gram'i inception-at the planning_stage:if possible.. The_gene ation of re-__
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_

earch-questions and hypotheses.from this technique depends on,thedreativity,
=

-69

the-program and the_skill -of the historian

Earlier the issue of redundancy=emenating from the,utilixatiorCof multiple

methodologies was raised. The experience to date reveals some redundance,of

-effort-and:the need to_rethink_the=use of two of_the-techniques,inthe evalu--

=ation-design.However, the itaff agrees,that-the benefits derived-from the-_-_
-

multiple techniques and frameok-faoutweigh the problems encountered, and
_

the time expended. First, the use_of more--than one technique and way of look-
,

_ ing at the curriculum allows=the-generation -of questions which wauldrnot-arise

fram_thesingle_APPXPech_and,further_prOldesdataferLO ible_anSwers_to_these

questions: Far example the quantitative attitUde,data reveal Hinton students
,

to be well above national_norMa on the variableof school,affiliation,-but be-
r

low or at the' national norm on fhe variables of peer affiliation and' eacher

affiliation. Why? Informal interviews with-participants_and observations of

relationships among students and between- students and teachers indicate that

the school is perceived by-students as a haven which provides-warmth food,

T physical_security, 'and safety from attack. Formal interviews will probe the

issue further_._ Second, the multiple_techniques serve aaa validation device.

-Third, m_ e than one approach-to a problem helps to give greater-focui to the

-__research questions and_givesinsights into how to, sequence th- further ,collec7_

.

tion of data.,-_ -Fourth, the_ simultaneous use ciUmore than one view,,suth as
H-- - -----,,,,,,--

- '-'

quantative andiethnographic, provides-information on,the-differentiaMeaning,

f a set of dat= , Frequently, a -_mean score blunts_what are_really positions

_ on either-extreme. Observation-and interview data_can interpret the differ-

--ential effetts of-what_appear to be-ordinary resportaes._

The-Anost timeiconsuming-method ia the.ethnographic one, but it tends to
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-

yield the most comprehensive and provocative=data about the socio-cultural

system and the impact of the inservice_curriculuM- The analyses produced

by this techniqne help clarify and integrate the data produced by_the=otheri

strategies. This model seems most compatible with the,framework of'the pro-=

:gram.The-question of staff time and-effort must be considered in programs

7:with=limited resource_ and -it may-be that other evaluation tecITques wilrls

-
:need to be eliminated to acco=modate this one._

Finally, the financing of edubation today discourages_experimentation with

-h gh risk training curricula Increasingly, educators are beiag encouraged by

paY111.7-- -priva e- --es to-r
.1

research and apply the findings to practice Given this attitude, the body_o

sfulf_programs,_ to consult the

-empirical research upon which the curriculum planner and researcher may Azaw

- before designing a curriculum should be expanded to include carefully documented

studies of_the processes-and outcomes of given cUrricula This_paper_details

the assessment of a complex curricUlum in-the professional development of educe- =

:tors from the vantage point of four research models. :Further, the methodologies'

_are being used simultaneously and being compared in terms of the appropriateness

the techniques in summative and formative evaluation. Judgments have been

and_are being madeabont the utility_ of each Method. Others who have the taskx-

oUselecting models to evaluate the structure, function, cOntent, patterns, anal

outcomes of curriculum might benefit from information about which model does

. _
what in assessing the curriculum.


